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1 IaaCIEaTEaE -

2 CHAIRMAN MILLER: The prehearing conference in the

3 matters involving Couth Texas Project and Comanche Peak will

4 come to order, please.

5 We have here two motions I believe, or petitions,

6 and we have also a petition for the Texas Border

7 Cooperatives for leave to intervene out of time which we may

8 hear if the counsel are present.

9 Let me ask the counsel and parties to identify

10 themselves for the record, please, starting with the staff

11 here. -

12 MR. CHANANIAs Good morning, tr. Chairman. My

13 name is Fred Chanania. I represent the NRC staff. With me

14 this morning at counsel table is Mr. Michael Blume, also of

15 the staff.

16 CHAIRF.AN ILLERs Thank you.

17 MR. BALOUGH Good mornino. My name is Richard

18 Ba lo ug h , Assistant City Attorney, representing the City of

19 Boston.

20 CHAIR.iAN MILLER: Thank you.

21 MR. WCOD: Jon Wood of the firm of Matthews,

22 Nowlin, MacFarlane C Barrett in San Antonio representing the

23 City of San Antonio.
!
i

| 24 CHAIP3AN MILLER: Thank you.
|
'

25 MR. BURCHETTE: Gcod morning, Mr. Chairman. Bill

i
!
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1 Burchette on behalf of Tex-La Electric Cooperative of Texas.

2 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

3 MR. FABRIKANTs Good morning, Mr. Chairman.,

4 Robert Fabrikant on behalf of the Department of Justice.

5 With me at' counsel table is Nancy McMillen.

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

7 F.R . SAMPELS: Good morning. M. D. Sampels

8 representin; Texas Utilities. With me is Joan Ott.

9 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

10 MR. STAHL: Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name

11 is David Stahl with the firm of Ishan, Lincoln & Beale,

12 Washington, D. C., representing Central and Southwest

13 Corporation and its subsidia ries.

14 CHAIEMAN F. ILLER: Thank you.

15 MR . ECUKNIGHT: Mr. Chairman, J. A. Ecuknight,

16 Jr., representing Houston Lighting and Power Company. With

17 me at the table are Douglas Green and J. Michael Baldwin.

18 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

19 MR. SFIEGEL4 George Spiegel of Spiegel and

20 McDiarmid representing the Public Utilities Board of the

21 City of Brown ville, Texas.

22 CHAIEMAN MILLER: Thank you.

23 MR. C'NEIL: Fobert O'Neil of the firm of Miller,

24 Balls C O'Neil, Washington, D. C., representinc the Border

.

25 Cooperatives.

.

r
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1 CHAIPMAN MILLER: Representing, pardon me, whom?

2 dR. C 'NEIL: I am representinq the Border

3 Cooperatives, Your Honor.

4 CHAIR. TAN MILLER: !s that the Texas Eerder

5 Coope ra tive s ?

6 MR. O'NEIL: That is correct.

7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You are the one, then, who has

8 filed a petition for leave to intervene out of tir.e ?

9 MR. O'NEIL: That is correct.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are you prepared to be heard on

11 that this morning?
e

12 MR. C'NEIL: I will be heard on it, Your Honor. I

13 just received a few noments ago the ccpy of an objection

)
~

14 that was filed and I have not had an opportunity to read the

15 objections to it. I will glance at that through the

16 proceeding and ! think we can discuss it today.

I'7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Which objections did you

18 receive, counsel?

19 MR. O'NEIL: The only objections I have received

20 is that filed by Houston Lighting and Power Company.

21 CHAIRMAN MILLFR: Request for extension of tine

22 for one day was filed by the Department of Justice to

23 respond to that petition. Was that filed? I haven't

24 received a copy.

25 MR. FABRIKANT: Ias, Your Honor, I understand tha t

!
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1 was filed.

2 CHAIRMAN MILLER: It was filed?

3 MR. FABRIKAST: Yes.

4 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, where is the copy of it.

5 We would like to see it.

G MR. FABRIKANT: The motion for the extension?

7 CHAIRMAN MILLERS No, no, we have got that. It

8 extended the time until yesterday in which te file your

9 response to the petition f or lea ve to intervene out of time.

10 MR. FABRIKANT: Your Honor, unfortunately when the

11 motion for the extension was filed it was our understanding

12 that the response was due today. ~4e now understand under

13 the rules that it is not due until Monday.

'

14 COMMISSIONER MILLER: I suppose technically you

15 don't have to respond at all. There is no compulsion. !t

16 is purely voluntary.

I'7 MR. FABRIKANT That is right, but if we were

18 going to respond it would be due on ".onday and that is when

19 ve had intended to submit one.

20 COMMISSIONER MILLER: I take it you are prepared

21 to tell us today wha tever points you wish to have the Ecard

22 consider.

23 ME. FABRIKANT: Generally that is correct, Your

24 Honor.

25 CH AIR.t AN SILLER4 Fair enough.

.
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1 MR. JOHN: Mr. . Chairman, my name is Douglas John.

2 I am appearing on behalf of South Texas Electric Cooperative

3 and the Medina Electric Cooperative.

4 CHAIEMAN MILLER: All right. Thank you.

5 Anyone else now?

6- (No response.)

7 CHAIRdAN AILLEPs All'right, the Board will take

8 up then in this order the action and petitions.

9 First we will hear the joint motion of the staff

10 of the Department of Justice for clarification and motion to

11 establish a schedule for production of documents.

12 We will next take up the NRC staff objections to

13 and motion for revision of the prehearing conference order

14 of July 17, 1980, which the staff has indicated is supported

15 by the Department of Justice, Central and Southwest

16 Corporation and South Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc., and

17 Medina Electric Cooperative, Inc.

18 Third, we will take up the arguments on the

19 petition of Texas ?, order Ccoperatives for leave to intervene

20 out of tine and responses of any parties who care to respond

21 to that petition.
'

22 Are thers any other na tters that we haven''t yet

23 heard from? Anyone know of any?

24 (No response.)

25' CHAIRMAN TILLE3: We would like at this time,

.
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1 since we have'the pleasure of your company, to take up any

2 matters that may be troubling any of you in an effort to

3 continue to move the case along expeditiously.
,

4 Do counsel have any su7gestions of matters that

5 should be added to the agenda for that purpose?

6 (No response.)

7 CHAIRMAN HILLER: Very well.

8 First of all then, let us hear from the Department

9 of Justice on its joint notion with the staff for

10 clarification and establishment of a schedule fer production

11 of documents.

12 MR. FABRIKANT4 Thank you, Your Honor.

13 I don't think it is necessary for me to go through

14 the procedural chronology here. Essentially th e Department

15 and the staff had at one point filed a motion for production

16 of settlement dccuments and the Licensing Board eventually

17 granted that motion.

18 An appeal was taken to the Appeal Board by the

19 applicants. The Appeal Board hea rd oral argument on the

20 matter and in a series cf orders decided to' hold in abeyance

21 redering a decision on the appeal pending the disposition of

22 the settlement discussions on at the licensing ? card level.

23 At one point the Appeal Ecard did however ask ,the.

24 parties to submit further pleadings with respect to the

25 issue of the existence of a settle?.ent privilege and

s

!
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1 indicated its skepticism as to the existence of such a

2 privilege.

3 After the parties had submitted pleadings on that
*

.

4 the Appeal Board did not issue any further substantive

5 rulings. I believe there was one subsequent ruling which

6 indicated they were continuing to hold it in abeyance

7 pending action by the Licensing Board.

8 Shortly after the last prehearin; conference this

9 Board issued a memorandum to the Appeal Board indicating

10 that it wished to reconsider the order that it had issued in

11 March or April requiring production of the settlement

12 documents and implicitly inviting basically the Appeal Board

13 to remand, without actually saying so, to give you the

14 opportunity to do that. The following day or two the Appeal

15 - Board accommodated that memorandum by dismissing the appeal

16 and thereby sending the ma tter back down to the Licensing

1:7 Board.

18 It was after that action that the staff and the

'
19 De pa rtm en t filed a joint motion to compel production and

20 also a motion for clarification.

21 The reasons f or the motion f or clarification , or

22 th a t part of the motion th a t deal t vith clarification, was

23 because the. Licensing Board's order regarding

24 reconsideration was sua sponte. 'Je are unaware of what

25 reasons would impel the Board to want to reconsider that,

-
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1 particularly in 1.ight of the Appeal Board's one order in

2 which it had indicated its own skepticism regarding the

3 existence of a settlement privilege.
,

4 CHAIRMAN MILLER: What do you base that on, the

5 skep ticism aspect?

6 MR. FABRI ANT: Your Honor, I don't have in front

7 of ne a copy of the Appeal Board's order.

8 CHAI? MAN ZIL1ER: I recall they asked for further

9 briefing and the issue poses the basis for the assertion was

10 that there was or might be a so-called settlement privilege.

11 MB. FAERIKANT: Yes.

12 CHAIRXAN MILLER ' I think that there were some

13 additional cases cited, if I recall. At some point we had
);

14 read all the documents filed with the Appeal Board as well

15 as those that were cefore us as you have more or less

16 assumed quite correctly in your argument and you needn't

l'7 repeat it except as you may wish to set the backgrcund.

18 MR. FAERIKANT: Vcry well. I don't have in front

19 of me, Your Honor, that order of the Appeal Scard that I

20 recall having read which indicated some skepticism regardinc

21 the existence or sccpe of that privilege, but I will be

22 happy to supply it.

23 CHAIRMAN MILLER: No, that is all right. I just

24 wondered what you were relyinc on.

25 ME. F.i33IVA?iT 7ery well. In any event, during

_
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1 the discussions with the Licensing Board regarding the

2 settlement motion, and that is the oral argument preceding

3 the time during which cur mo tion was granted, the only

4 reasons, or the principal reasons why the parties to

5 objected to having our motion granted was basically twofold.

6 One was because of the existince of a settlement

7 privilege which they claimed that the Licensing Board had

8 relied upon in an order several months previous to " srch or

9 April d- which the Board had denied a motion by the staff

10 for production of settlement documents.

11 CHAIRMAN MILLES: As I recall it, it denied a

12 motion for the production of documents which were generated

13 subsequent to th e d e cision i n 'th e U . S . District Court case

14 in Texas and solely, and the verd " solely" at least in my

15 mind is underscored, solely for the purpose of settlement

16 negotiations. Now, I think that was the scope of the

1:7 Board 's order below.

18 MR. FABRIKANT: That is correct. In March in
.

19 discussions with the Board the parties had indicated

20 reliance upon the Board's earlier statements regarding

21 settlement privilege and had claimed that they had gone on

22 in their settlement discussions thinking that any documents

23 that had been generated would act be subject to discovery,

24 At that time the Board basically rejected that
.

'

25 proposition when it decided to rule in favor cf the staff

)
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1 and the De pa r tm en t .

2 The policy reasons underlying the applicant's

3 arguments, as I understood them, was that if you do make
,

4 available to the other parties settlement discussion

5 documents or documents generated solely during settlement

6 discussions, that yo'2 are going to chill settlement

7 disc 1ssions.

8 So those are the bases upon which the Board

9 originally considered and rejected the arguments of the

10 applicants.

11 Now, the reason why the Department has filed a

12 motion, together with the staff, is because in our view

13 nothing has changed which would warrant the Board to

14 reconsider that or change its mind. Obviously the Doard has

15 the power to do that and we are not claiming that it

16 doens't. But in terms of legal or policy reasons it is the

17 Department's view that the settlement documents whien the

18 Board originally allowed us to have tha t the Boa rd ruled

19 correctly. We are not aware of anything that has happened

20 in the interim which would suggest that the Board ought to

21 change its mind.

22 MR. MILLES: Well, let me direct your attention,

23 and I suspert this ma y be something the staff will address,

24 on page 3 of ycur joint action it is asserted that the

25 "Movan ts", in the plural, "believe that th e se ttler.ent

><

.
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)
.

I documente in question may well be the more directly relevant

2 studies available on issues which are now involved in the

3 settlement efforts and on which the parties may be unable to
/

4 agree."

5 MR. FABRIKANTs That is correct.

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: What does the Department mean by

7 that?

8 MR. FABRIKANT: Your Honor, part and parcel of the

9 settlement that is on the table now is the DC proposal that

10 is at FERC and also in effect pa rt of this proceeding as

11 vell. We have reason to believe, or it is reasonable to

12, believe' that the settlement documents that were issued here

13 reflect the underlying reasons why the parties did what ther

14 did when they entered into the settlement agreement and

15 would indicate to us the engineering and economic factors

16 that were important in their agreement upon a DC versus an

17 AC interconnection.

18 CRAIRMAN MILLERS Juct a minute now. Which

19 " settlement document" that you see in the middle of the

20 page ---

|

21 MR. FA.BRINANT: Yes, I see that, Your Honor.

22 CEAIRMAN MILLER: what settlement documents---

23 was the Department referring to with as much specificity as

24 you can?

25 MR. FABRIYANT: Your Menor, ve have reason to

A
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).' 1 believe that there are engineering and economic studies

2 available prepared by all of the applicants, by the parties

3 to the settlement agreement which reflect upon the economic

4 and engineering desirability of the DC proposal.

5 CHAIRY.AN MILLER: When ware those made as the

6 Department believes?

7 MR. FABRIKANT: Your Honor, we don't have copies

8 of those documents and don't know when those documents were

9 generated.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLLR4 Well, then, you don't know

11 whether they were genera ted before or after the Federal

12 Court decision?

13 MR. FABRIKANT That is correct, Your Honor, we de

14 not.

15 CHAISMAN '* I LL E R : Well, how could you be asking

16 for the production of documents which themselves might be

17 excluded by our ordar on th? time provision then?

18 MP. FABEIKANT: Your Honor, if the documents are

19 excluded by your order then that would be a defense for them

20 to assert and we are perfectly prepared to live with th a t .

21 But what our position is is that to tha extent that there
.

22 were docunents generated after the Civil Court case ---

23 CHAIRMAN MILLER: And solely for the purpcse of?

I4 MP. FABRIKANTa Cf settlement.

25 - CUAI:?.AN 1 ILLER: :! o w , what documents are those?

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 What are-you talking about, in other words?

2 MB. FABRIKANT4 Your Honor, I can 't specify what

3 they are because I haven't seen them.
,

4 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, do you have any

5 information of any character which leads you to believe that

6 there are any documents that you can describe in any fashion
~

7 which meet the requirements of our order, namely, as to the

8 time of generation and tha t th e y were not solely genera ted

9 for the purpose of settlement, or are you just speculating?

10 I am trying to find out now what the Department's position

11 really is.

12 MR. FABRIXANT: Yes, I understand, Your Honor.

13 Well, the Department has had conversations with various

14 parties which indicate that such documents exist.

15 CHAIRMAN MILLER: All ri g h t , who were the parties

16 and what are the nature of the documents so far as you have

17 any information at all pertaining to th em ? We want to know

18 with precision what you are talking about.

19 MR. FABRIKANT: Well, Your Honor, I think first

20 that when we make a ction for certain documents and pa rtie s

21 object co producing those documents and don't limit th ei r

22 objection on the ground that the documents were generated

23 befo re the civil case, I think it is implicit that the some

24 documents that are there were generated after the civil case.

25 CHAI? MAN MILLEF: Jnd by the civil case you are
..
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o- 1 referring to a very specific case when the U. S. District

2 Court enterad its judgment.

3 MR. FABRIKANT: That is correct, Your Honor.
,

4 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, that is not just a two or

5 th ree-year period of time. Ihat is a precise date.

6 MR. FABRIKANT: That is correct.

7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Do you know what that date is?*

8 32. FARRIKANT: I don't have it.

9 CH AIR.'.AN MILLER: Well, you know approximately

10 what it is, or your associates do.

11 MB. FARRIKANT: Yes, I do. That is correct.

12 CHA!RMAN 2!LLER4 Now, if the Department is just

13 speculating that there may have been some kind of documents

14 that somebody cuttered so m et hin g about at One time,

15 apparently, if I am felicwing you ccrrectly, this would have

16 been at the time the original motion was filed by Justice

17 and staff and not the current negotiations. Am I correct on

18 that assumption?

19 MR. FARRIKANT: I didn't follow that, Your Honor,

20 I am sorry.

21 CHAIRMAN M!LLER: Parden me?

22 MR. FARS!KANT: I didn't follow what ycu said.

23 CHAIR 3AS MILLER: Wil , I am inquirine now of this

24 " settlement dccuments" and whether that refebs to some
25 , documents yet tc be described which were the subject of the

.

.

I:
;
.
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1 oricinal motions and original rulings of this Board, or

2 whether those settlement documents referred to settlements

3 documents which have been brooded about in one form or
*

.

4 another the last two, three, four or five months when you

5 parties have all been very assidulously negotiating.

6 MR. FABBIKANTs That is right, Your Honor.

7 CHAIRMAN EILLER: Well, which?

8 MR. FAB 3IKANT: No, it is the latter. In other

9 words, we are talking, if I am f Llowing you correct 17, I am

. 10 talking solely about any documents that were generated after

11 the court dacision.

12 CHAIRMAN MILLER: But what about after our

13 decision?

14 MR. FABRIKANT: Well, after ycur decision, Your

15 Honor, there may also be documents that were generated

16 thereaf ter that there would be no reason for the parties to

17 have relied upon a Soard ruling at that point to protect

18 against discovery.

19 CHAIRMAN MILLES: I an not asking you go into

20 that. I an asking you now whether or not the Department is

21 referring to soma dccuments that they have knowledge of some

22 kind of studies which were generated colely cr not solely

23 for negotiating purposes which were genera ted suhsequent to-

24 the Board's ruling and to the appeal taken and during the

25 current round of necotiations which have b e e .- 701 7 on for
.

~

s
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) 1 about four or five months since we bere coing to start trial

2 in June, I think it was.

3 MR. FABRIKANTs I don't know if there are any
,

4 documents that follows that category. If there are such

5 documents, we would be seeking discovery of those as well.

6 I don't mean, Your Honor, to appear to be evasive regarding

7 your question. -

8 CHAIE?AN MILLEE: Nc, it is just that you seem to

9 be unknowledgeable about the documents. It is beginning to

10 sound more and more like some kind of a fishing expedition

11 without much of a pole. I don't want to be unfair to you.

12 Since the Department has raised the question both initially

}
13 as to certain kinds of documente which are somewhat

14 descriped I think on the first page of your motion where you

15 at least quote from the transcript of ". arch 7th, 1980, which

16 we got f rom your or your predecessor in interest, namely,

l'7 documents which relate to studies or other materials bearing

18 a reasonable relationship to the issue or issues of a

19 feasibility of interconnection whether from the technical,

20 economic or other point of view insofar as they touch upon

21 matters of business justification.

22- Now, that was pursuant to certain motions and

23 ' representations to the Soard by counsel for staff and

24 Justice at that time.

25 !F. FABEIKANT: Yes.

.

_
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) 1 CHAIRMAN MILLERS Now, first, is your present
.

2 motion for clarifica tion restricted to those kinds of

3 documents?
,

4 MR. FABRIXANT: Those kinds of documents, yes.

5 The time f rame would be dif f erent because we are now asking

6 for also documents that may have been generated along the

7 same lines in the same category after the Board's last order.

8 CHAIEMAN MILLERS Now, do you have any information

9 at all that leads you to believe that such documents in fact

10 exist?

11 MR. FABRIKANT: No, Your Honcr,,I have not had

12 discussions which would necessarily indicate that those

13 exist. I would add one point, however, that it is not my

14 recollection, and I cculd stand to he corrected on this,

15 that when there was an original argument on this motion back

16 in harch or at the Appeal Board that the applicants denied

17 that such documents existed. So if there is no denial that

18 such documents existed ---

19 CHAIRMAN MILLER: In the original motien did ycu
~

20 not cite certain studies by the name of the organiration, to

21 the best of your knowledge, having made certain studies as

22 to the feasibility of interconnections? There was some
'

23 specificity at that time, wasn't there?

24 MR. F A BRI'' A NT : Yes, Your Honor, there was

25 additional specificity.

; (.

!

l
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)
1 CHAIRMAN XILLER: Now, do we have any additional

.

2 specificity either with relation to those preceding

, - 3 documents or those which may have been or were generated

4 during the current negotiations which have suspended

5 temporarily the commencement of the trial?

*6 MR. FABRIKANT4 None that I can supply today, Your

7 Honor.

a CHAIRLAN % ILLER: Well, now, you have asked for

9 clarificatial and you have alluded to our memornndum of July

10 16, 1980, bringing the ma tter to the attention of the Appeal

11 Board so that there would bi no question of jurisdiction, or

12 whether we had or had not lost jurisdiction, or =atters of

13 courtesy, in which we state that "The Licensing Board wishes

14 to reconsider its aarch 7 discovery order in the light of'

15 very extensive settlement negotiations which were

16 subsequently conducted by all parties and counsel from April

17 2, 1980, to the present date by direction both of this Board

18 and the Appeal Soard."

19 So we indicated to you, I think, at least one

20 reason why se wished at least. to reconsid er the order. So

21 it might be well if you would then, if you are able to,

22 direct your arcument to the question of what about these

23 extensive settlement negotiations which have been underway

24' since April 2, and what kind of documents do you contend, if

25 you have any infor:stion at all, were involved. : other

-
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1 words, I think clarification alnost has to s tart with you.

2 We have made our position clear. "e feel that

3 there have been extensive negotiations. Every once-in a
a

4 while somebody flips out some kind of a document which they

5 go over to the FERC with or may not, that may or may not

6 refer to interconnections, or may or may not refer to two DC

7 interconnections or the like, which leads us to believe, and

8 we are not trying to involva curselves in the settlement

9 ne go tia tions , that we have a great deal of non-information

10 on all aspects which we are going to clarify to a certain

11 extent.

12 But in the course of all those extensive

13 negotiations do you know, or can you call upcn someone if

#

14 you don't have ;ersonal knowledge as counsel as to the

15 impact of negotiations which have resulted in certain

16 agreements amonc some of the parties which do get into the

17 very matters of interconnection, why in the world wouldn 't

18 those have furnished all of the information that the

19 De pa rtmen t ever felt it was entitled to in this rega rd?

20 ME. FABRIKANT. Ycur Hence, the Department can't

21 be certain without knowing if there are additional documents

22 available whether those documents are the only documents

23 that have relevant infornation.

24 CHAIEMAN M!llER: " ell, what have you been

25 negotiating abcut, counsel? For the last two times that the

)'
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) 1 Depa rtment appeared, and I am not trying to blame you

2 personally or the Department, but we have tried to find out

3 what the Depart:ent has been doing and we have been able to
/

4 find out precious little. That is the reason on this joint

5 motion we asked you to go first since you are joint on it.

6 We don't want any piggyback riding, because every time we

7 get to it it turns out that the Department's counsel has

8 been talking to or waiting on a phone call from cor.ebody or

9 other or with staff and FERC staff counsel and the other.

10 Now, we are getting a little tired, and I don't

11 say this pejoratively to you, but nevertheless th e sentiment

12 is there, we are getting weary of piggyback Justice and

13 Justice hitchhiking because the Department of Justice is a

14 very integral part of this proceedino. We don't have to go

15 into the antecedents of it. You know it very well. We

IG expect the Departmen t to go forward with proof.

17 We have been told on two ocessions that the

18 Department if ready for trial. Under those circunstances we

19 don't know know why the Department isn't avs re of whether or

20 not in the course of these extenstve negotiations which we

21 thought they were a part of, or at least had info rmation

22 about, whether these subjects have been into very

23 ' thoro ughly. It is possible. We are a-king you for

24 information.

25 Secondly, the last time, about three weeks ago, we

s

i

l
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1 asked the Department and we directed the Department to

2 furnish to the parties involved a stateoent of the licensed

3 conditions which the Department felt were necessary. In
,,

4 other verds, to put down on paper in one place the

S contentions of the Department of Justice, especially with

6 regard to remedies since it was ready for trail. Has that

'

7 been done.

8 MR. F AERIK ANT : Yes, Your Honor, it was done.

9 CHAIS3AN MILLEEa When was that done?

10 MR. FABRIKANT: That was done on Monday of this

11 week.

12 CHAIPMAN dILLER: And tods.y is what?

13 MR. FABRIKANT: We mailed to all the parties a

1-4 proposed set of licensed conditions which reflected the

15 relief that the government would seek in the event that

16 there was a plenary hearing in this case.

17 CHAIEMAN MILLER: Good.

18 MR. FABRIKANT4 I believe that that was consistent

19 with what the Board had asked for.

20 CHAIEMAN MILLERS It would be, yes. We are no t

21 questioning it. We just wanted to have an update on whether

'

22 that has already been done so the parties ca n start to have

23 written information at least as to the conditions.

24 Now, next of all during the extensive settlement

25 negotiations sre you able to tell us anything at all about

)
_
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)- 1 the questions of studier, any kind cf dccuments which

2 discuss these issues that were the suhject cf your original

3 motion elong with the staff for the production of then?

4 33. FABR!KANTs Your Honor, if I may for a moment

5 refer back to one of the other points you were making.

6 CHAI?. MAN . TILLER: Yes.

7 MR. FABRIKANT: You have characterized the

8 Departmen t's involvement in th a se ttlement ;rocess. The

9 Board obviously has indicated its displeasure with us both

10 at the last prehearin conference and the prehearing

11 conference before that.

12 The Department has taken very seriously what the

13 Board has said. '4e have undertaken to meet your concerns

14 about i+. 'Je haven ' t been able to go the full route, but we

15 have done more than just give license conditions, Your Honor.

16 I would also like to inform the Board that on

17 ' Monday and Tuerday of this week, athough I think that most

18 of the applicants received it on Monday, we did send them a

19 letter indicating a concession en the Department's part with

20 regard to the disconnection issue.

21 Now, that, from our point of view, was a

22 significant step because we had quite sincerely felt that

23 our position w?s correct on that issue. The Board felt that

24 +he Department wasn't making erc"gh novement and that we

25 weren't particicating as meaningfully in the precess as we

)
<

.
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1 should be. For us to do tha t it would require some revision

2 on our part in our settlement position and in effect we have

3 done.that.-

4 CHAIEMAN EILLERs Good. We are glad to hear it

5 and let me have the record show that we commend the counsel

6 and the Department for taking cognirance of the Board's

7 views as expressed and doing something concrete and

8 constructiva about it. We apprecia te tha t.

9 MR. FABRIKANT: Well, I appreciste that, Your

10 Honor. There is nothing to hide about it. I mean, we all

11 know that the Ecard was not happy with the way the

12 Depa rtment had conducted itself and we wanted to meet that

13 objection. I as hoping that when the other attorneys speak
. .

,

14 today they will agree that that happened .

15 Now, there has been an agreement reached with the

16 other parties on the disconnection issue, but I think that

17 the consensus will be that there was a significant

18 concession made and that that forms the basis for continuing

19 settlement discussions which , Your Honer, is the basis in

20 part for the Department's joining in the staff motion on

21 objections which we will get to later.
.

22 The reason I mention this is because the

23 Department has focused for quite some time, up until very,

24 very recently, on the disconnection issue. ,As a roruit of

25 that, we have net partaken in as much of the settlement

.

;

*
L
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)
1 discussions with regard to other issues, the transmission

2 issue in particular, as perhaps we should have.

3 As a result of that I am not fully in a position,

4 to inform you of what settlement documents may have existed

5 that may have surf aced in those discussions or not.

6 CHAIEMAN dILLE3: Fair enough. We understand you.

7 MR. FAERIKANT: I would like that to be very clear.

8 Now, we do maintain, Your Ecnor, that whether the

9 Department knows with specificity what those documents are,

10 that so long as it is not denied tha t such documents exist,

11 then the Department believes that it is entitled to those

12 documents.

13 Your Honor, we don 't want the documents solely for

14 the purpose of pushing ahead with the plenary hearing. We

15 are being asked to evaluate a very complex proposal that

16 numerous partiss are involved in and several for it. To do

l'7 that the best way, or one of the best ways for the

18 Department to intelligently and meaningfully move along on

19 this with the staff is to have a copy of the documents that

20 the other parties have prepared triggering that issues.

21 That would save all of us a great deal of time. Otherwise,

22 we might have to have our own studies prepared on that, and

23 that was not an issue that was in the case until a few

24 months ago.

25 'CHAI?"AN MILLE 3: How did it got te he an issue?

-.
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1 I thcught it was an issue in the case.

2 MR. FABRIKANTs Well, the DC proposal, Ycur Honor,

3 and I am talking about the DC proposal, that is the

4 principal concern that we have with respect to the

5 settlemen t documents tha t we are seeking.

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Are you able to tell us what

7 other issues are not settleable immediately?

8 M2. FABRIKANT: Your Henor, I as hopeful that we

9 are going to be able to reach an agreemen t with the other

10 parties with respect to the disconnection issue. If we are

11 able to r.each an agreement with them en the disconnection

12 issue, that will leave essentially the wheeling issue or the

13 transmission issue, but there are some other issues, one of

14 ownership of the DC lines, capacity expansions of the DC

15 lines and a question has arisen as to whether the

16 construction of the DC line will preclude construction of AC

l'7 lines in the future. These are issues that we have apprised

18 the other parties that we are concerned about, but I think

19 it is fair to say that the most important issue and probably

20 the most difficult one for the parties is the wheeling issue.

21 Now, with respect to the licensed conditions that

22 Departmant sent out on Monday, it was sent out to the

23 parties, to the principal parties, to the major utilities

E

24 who were the applicants in these cases. These licensed,

25 conditions reflect the maximum relief that we would seek.

|
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1 It is not our point and we don't succest that it

2 would be most fruitful to sit down and try and negotiate off

3 those and try and reach an agreeable set of licensed

4 conditions because the licensed conditions we have got are

5 very far apart from what they would be willing to accept.

6 That is clear because those licensed conditions are a lot

7 further than what the staff, for example, appears to have

8 reached with thom in the discussions that they have had. We

9 have moved along on this to try and expedite the process.

10 If we can reach an agreement on disconnection, that will

11 leave wheeling.

12 I do want to add one more poin t, if I may, Your

13 Honor. We have not been able to divorce the disconnection

14 issue from the wheeling issue. In other words, even if we

15 reached an agreement on the disconnection issue, if we were

16 unable to reach an agreement on the wheeling issue, I am not

l'7 certain that that would then resolve the disconnection

18 issue. We have made a concession on the disconnection issue

19 in - the hope .f o r some movemen t on their pa rt en o ther issues.

20 Is that responsive to your question, Your Honor?

21 CHAIRMAN " ILLER: Yes. Thank you.

22 You have one other catter in your joint action.

23 Are you seriously contending that your entitled forthwith to

24 an order for production on the crounds t'.t there are no

25 longer any stays?

|
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'
1 MR. FABRIKANT: Your liono r , I think we want an

2 order fortnwith to give us production in a reasonable period
,

3 of time. Now, I note that there is technically not an order

4 in effect because of the action of the Appeal Board.

5 Obviously this Board indicated that it wanted to reconsider.

6 The purpose of this motion f rom the Department's

7 point of view was to bring this matter around at the soonest

8 passible time because it wacn't clear to us what the Board's

9 intentions vere with respect to when they would issue an

10 order and what they would say.

11 MR. GLASER: Well, we are in the process of

12 reconsidering it right now.

13 MR. FABRIKANT: I know that. That is because we

1-4 filed the motion as far as we are concerned.

15 MR. GLASER: Well, I won't comment on thet. What

16 you are saying is that you are not seriously suggesting we

l'7 need to issue some order today to direct that the documents

18 he produced, you know, today or tomorrow.

19 ' MR. FABRIKANT: If they can give us the dccuments

20 to mo rr o w , that is fine. If they ca n ' t, and they have

21 justified that to you, well then obviously you vill issue a

22 reasonatie order.

23 MR. GLASER: You want a reasonable period of time,

24 though. You wouldn't object to a reasonable period of time

25 to the other partiec to precent dccumente, wculd you?

_

.
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1 MR. FABRIKANT: To what, Your Honor?

2 3R. GLASE3 You wouldn't object if we gave them a

3 reasonable period of time, you know, a couple of weeks, to

4' produce the documents that we order them to produce?

5 MR. FABRIKANT: We wouldn 't have any objection to

6 which you deem to be a reasonable period of time.

7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you. I believe that

8 cove rs the questions th a t the Board has of the Department.

9 MR. FABRIKANT: Thank you, Your Honor.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: We will hear from the staff. As

11 the staff may have surmised, we are interested in knowing

12 what you are talking about not only on page 3 but the whole

) 13 situation with regard to documents, discovery and the like.

14 MR. BLU3E: Thank you, Your Honor.

15 There does seem to be some confusion about which

16 documents are in question. There ic a reason for that, and

17 that is you had sat through some of the depositions that

18 occurred while discovery was still open you would understand

19 why. That is because every time a question was asked as to

20 what type of studies had been done regarding

21 interconnections, the feasibility of interconnections, the

22 costs of interconnections, the effects of interconnections

23 on the Houston and TU system, in many cases the witnesses

24 were instructed not to answer the questions. So it is

25 difficult to know exactly what documents we are talking

.

.
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1 about.

2 Now, as to the time frame in which they were

3 generated, the staff had o riginally not considered that

4 there might be documents generated subsequent to the time

5 that the. Board had issued its order directing production of
.

6 those documents.

7 The motion that the staff and the Department

8 submitted on July 25 th had in mind only those documents

9 which were generated prior to the Board's March 7th ruling.

10 Now, there may, however, be documents that have

11 been generated since then and they may well be relevant to

12 the issues in these proceedings. If they are, it may well

) 13 be appropriate to order the discovery of those documents.

14 CHAIE!AN 5:11ER: Well, what we have asked, first

15 of all, is for the Department and the staff to tell us as

16 precisely as they can just what documents ycu are referring

17 to and what documents which you believe are most the most

18 - directly relevant studies of available on the issues that

19 are now involved in the settlement efforts on which the

20 parties may be unable to agree.

21 Now,'that is just net vague and that is not

22 referring to the time of the original e ntry Of our order.

23 As-we understand the English language, you a re talking about

24 something which from that description is present, is

25 ongoing, is now invcived in settlement efferts and is of
.

.
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1 deep significance on studies available on issues which are

|
! 2 significantly involved. So you must have had sc.nething in

3 mind unless you were just using a cyrstal ball.

4 MR. BLUMEs The staff's intent, Your Honor, was to

5 obtain those documents which had been generated prior to the

6 Board's March 7th ruling which related to the feasibility

7 costs and effects of interconnection on applicants' systems.

8 CHAIRMAN MILLER: What about the two DC lines

9 which have been the subject of written agreenents which have

10 been I think ma ybe presented to the 3 card, or at any rate

11 alluded to and described in their subjects of various

12 procedural studies over at FESC?

) 13 MR. BLUME: As you know, Your Honor, one of the

14 remaining issues, and one of the primary issues remaining is

15 the transmission question and what type of wheeling

16 conditions are appropriate to alleviate any competitive

l'7 concerns the staff might have.

18 We believe that the studies which show the

19 feasibility o f alternating current interconnections between

20 Southwest Power Pool and the Texas interconnected system may

21 well have direct bearing on the types of conditions which

22 are necessary tc alleviate these concerns.

23 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Has the st*ff pecpesed any

24 written licensed conditi2ns to the parties?

25 MR. ElUME: Yes, sir, we have, and they have had
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1 them for well over a month I believe.

2 CHAIRhAN MILLER: When were those transmitted? As

3 I recall, the last time we talked to you you were doing it
.

4 imminently.

5 ME. BLUME: Well, I may misspeak because I don't
~

6 have the date of transmittal directly in front of me.

7 Counsel assists and tells me tha t we transmitted them on

8 July 24th to the other parties. We have had some

9 discussions about those proposals.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Do those prapesals and proposed

11 licensed conditions encompass all of th e remaining

12 unresolved issues in the staff's judgment?

) 13 MR. BLUME: Well, we would hope that we could

1-4 resolve all of the remaininc issues, but my co-counsel will

15 address the advisability of trying to resolve the issues in

16 part rather than in whole.

17 CHAIRrAN MILLEBs I suppose that will be the next

18 round of motion for taking up the staff's objections to the

19 motion for revision of the prehearing conference order.

20 MR. BLUME: Yes.

21 CHAIRMAN MILLER: If you prefer to defer it to

22 that point, it would seem logical, except insofar as it may

23 impinge upon our presen t curicsity as te what these all

24 important settlement documents are which were described

25 rather directly on page 3. |
1

.

i

l

|
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1 ME. BLUME: Well, we have been through this

2 before, Mr. Chairnsn. The best description we have been

3 .able to get and the most specific description we have been

4 able to get is that they are ccT.puter printouts of studies

5 assessing the feasibility and costs of AC interconnections.

6 We don ' t know any further what those documents are other

7 than printouts and studies because the witnesses were

- 8 consistently directed not to answer questions as to who did

9 them and when they were done and what their content was.

10 CH AIE.. AN MILLER: Well, that is referring back to

11 the situation as it existed in March and April.

12 MR. BLUME: That is right.

13 CHAIEMAN MILLER: Our question is whether, in view

14 of the extensive negotia tions which you and others have been

15 describing to us for these months, were not any of these

16 issues at any rate the subject of discussions between and

17 amonc counssi and experts? Don't tell me what they were if

18 they were. Were not these things talked about?

19 MR. ELUME: We have attempted to find grounds for

20 agreement rather than disag reene nt. Discussion of

21 alternating current interconnections is one of the major

22 points of disagreement. We have taken the applicant's

23 proposal for DC interconnection and tried to work with it
,

|

| 24 rather than arauin; with th:-m about alternating current

i 25 in te rconn ections.

.
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1 *4e still believe, however,'that it may well happen

2 that the feasibility of AC interconnections will bear upon

3 what is appropriate to make direct current interconnections
:c

4 work in a competitive f ashion rather than in an

5 anticompetitive fashion. That is why those studies may well

6 be relevant.

7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I take it then that the staff

8 has discussed to a limited extent some of these matters with

9 counsel and experts and the other parties? Is that what you

10 are telling us?

11 MR. BLUME: If I understand these matters ----

12 CHAIEMAN MILLEE: Well, the connection between DC

13 and AC interconnections, for example. Since you are into

14 th e broad subject of interconnections, you are into

15 transmissions, you are into the impact in a competitive

16 sense of AC versus DC. Have you talked about it? Have you

l'7 nego tia ted about it? Cnce a gain , I don't want to know the

18 product of your negotiations. I want to know what you have

19 talked about.

20 ME. ELUMEs Well, we have talked about it at great-

21. leng th, Your Honor, and it continues to be a source of 7: eat

22 disagrescsnt as to their feasibility and cest.

Z3 CHAIEMAN MILLER: Have your staff experts or the

24 experts that the staff relies upon, have they ;iven

25 considerati:n to these ma ttsrs?

s
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1 MR. 3LUME: Oh, certainly, Your Honor, at great

2 length.

,- 3 CHAIRZAN MILLER: In the course of that have they

4 not. considered both the economic and technical feasibility

5 of interconnections both AC and DC?

6 MR. BLUME: That is true.

7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Has it been talked about?

8 MR. ELUME: As we have told you before, we believe

9 that the applicants may well have done the most direct and

10 relevant studies regarding the impact of interconnections on

11 their own systems.

12 CHAIRMAN MILLE 2 You have never asked them about

13 that?

14 MR. ELUME: Oh, certainly we have.

15 CHAIR."AN MILLER: In the course of these

16 negotiations?

1:7 MR. ELUME: Not about th e settlement documents

18 which were ordered ---

19 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I a? not talking now about

20 settlements. I as talking now about the whole subject

21 matter. You have been negotiating and you give us cheerful

22 reports. The ctaff give us, ycu know, very helpful and very

23 optimistic reports. The Department is now producing

24 information that was requested. The utilities seem to be

25 grinding ahead and every once in a while they flip some kind

.
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1 of an agreement.

2 Now, we are not suggesting th a t we should be a
,

~3 part of or intrude into your settlement negotiations, but we

4 hear murmurings here and there. They are sort of thrashing

5 about in a forest. So we know there is some thing going on.

6 Now, it strikes us as very curious that

7 interconnection and it various and manifold aspects is

8 important to the staff, competive, technical aspects,

9 economic aspects, but you haven't been talking about it, or

10 some kind of related aspects for over these many months.

11 XR. BLUME: We have been talking about it at great

12 length, Mr. Chairman.

13 CHAIEiAN HILLER: Very well. Now, having talked
}

14 about it, why is it that you tell us that the " settlement

15 documents" in question which you are now defining as

16 referring back to those that we were discucsing in March or

17 April may well be the most relevant and significant. Are

18 you basing that on something, or is simply a

19 characteriration?

20 MR. EL"MI: dr. Chairman, the issues in this case

-21 remain whether-the intrastate only policy has been used for

22 anticompetitive purposes or has anticompetitive effects.

23 Directly relate? to those issuer is whether alternating

24 current interconnections are feasible and what they cost and

25 their effects on the applica nts ' systers. Those questions I

._
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1 remain relevant and may well remain relevant even in the

2 event there is some sort of hearing on very isolated issues

3 in this proceeding.

4 MR. GLASE34 Mr. Slume, isn't one consideration to

5 . th e Board whether there are any policy reasons which have

6 attached to the production of those documents since the

7 Department or the staff began to negotiate more extensively

8 with'the applicants towa rds se ttlement? In other words, are

9 there any policy reasons which we should now consider which.

a 10 have arisen since the 7th of March which may cause us to

11 decide that the applicant should produce those documents?

12 Isn't tha t the issue ?

j 13 MR. BLUME: In fairness to the applicants we

14 should be able to discover those documents and, if we intend

15 to use them at a hearing, let them know that we intend to

16 use them. '.i o w , certainly we don't wish to chill any kind of

17 negotiations. We are as hopeful as ever for a negotiated

18 settlement. However, if we are to enter on the hearing path

19 . a t any time soon, we are going to need time to review those

20 documents. They are not going to be simple to understand, !

21 suspect, and we are going to have to tell the other side

22 whether we wish to use thea in a hearinp. That is one of

23 the policy questions I see arising.

24 "R. GlASE5: Well, my question is this. What

f 25 policy reasons can you think of that would cauce the Board

'
.

!
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)' 1 to attach a privilege, I suppose would be a way of saying

2 it, to those documents now in light of your subsequent

3 settlement discussions? I guess your answer is there aren't

4 any.
.

5 MR. ELUME: I de not see any evidence of-a

6 settlement privilege. I, like the Appeal Boa rd , am

7 -skeptical that there is any such privilege. There may be

8 some reasons that the Scard has in itc own mind f or not

9 wanting to order the production of those documents, but they

10 are relevant we believe under the standards of 2.740,

11 namely, that they will either be relevant or lead to the

12 discovery of relevant materials and they may well' be so in

13 any subsequen t hearing that we have.

I 14 Until the issues change to exclude the feasibility

15 of interconnections or the effect of interconnecticns on

16 applicants' systems I see ac reason to change the Eca rd 's

17 prior order.

18 CHAIEMAN ?. ILLER: Well, ar far as intercennections

19 go, I take it there is no longer an issues as to the

20 feasibility of the DC intercennecticns, is there?

21
'

MR. ELUME: Well, if feasibility excludes cost,

22 then I suppose that is correct.

23 CHAIE"AN MILLER: Well, hasn't it been the subject

24 of some kind of at least par tial a g reenents , the two DC

25 interconnections have 3+en described in docune.nts te this

!
.
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1 Board and to FERC7

2 MR. BLUME: Mr. Chairman, there has been agreement

3 among the applicants as to the feasibility of DC
,

4 interconnections.

5 CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right, what is the staff's

6 position?

7 MR. BLUME: The staff rebains skeptical as to the

8 workability of OC interconnections un til th e re are

9 conditions upon the use and availability of those

10 interconnections for other parties.

11 CHA!EMAN MILLER: That is not because they are DC

12 interconnections, is it, or is it?

j 13 MR. SLUME: DC interconnecticns are strikingly
h 1

14 different from AC interconnections both in cost and

15 operation.

16 CHAIR 5AN MILLER: What do they have to do with the

17 anticompetitive aspects as the staff sees it?

18 M3. BLUME: The staff's view is that direct

19 current interconnections, Mr. Chairman, are much more

20 expensive and offer f ewer advantages to other systems in

21 terms of their options to interconnect with interstate

- 22 systees.

23 CHAIRMAN' MILLER: Has the staff then taken any

24 position in the TIEC proceedincs regarding this agreement

25 between or among soce of these a pplicants?
..

.
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1 MR. BLUME Well, Mr. Chairman, as much as the

2 staff might like to at sometimes make its views known at

3 other agencies and in other forums, the staff does not have
,

,

4 the standing to intervene. It must be the full Commission

5 we believe that has the standing to intervene.

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You weren 't invi ted , at any rate?

7 MR. BLUME: Excuse me, sir?

8 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You weren't invited to express

9 views?

10 MR. .LUME: I suppose we were, at least informally.;

11 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Ey FERC?

12 MR. BLUME: We are not a party at the FERC.

13 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I understand th a t .

14 MR. BLUME: We have no plans to intervene there.

15 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I understand that.

16 MR. SLUME: That would take the Commission's

l'7 approval.

18 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Then the answer further is that

19 the staff has not been invited to nce has it indicated its

20 position with regard to these Tatters to FEEC.

21 MR. ELUME: I unferstand you now. That is correct.

22 CHAIRMAN TILLER: Okay.

23 MR. R LUM E : . Ncw, just a short comment en "r.

24 Glaser's questien as to the schefule fer procucticr.. Etaff

.25 asked in its motion of July 25th for a "an order

) - |
- .

%
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1 establishing a schedule for production of the settlement

2. documents forthwith. " how, that may be subject to divergent

3 interpretations, but the intent of the staff at least was to,

4 obtain an order forthwith for the production of the

5 documents.

6 There is no need, in staff's view, to have the

7 applicants scurrying around cathering the settlenent

8 documents and possibly having little time to negotiate. On

9 the other hand, it may be well to establish a schedule for

10 the production of those documents.

11 MR. WOlFE: In other words, .9 t . Blume, you are no't

12 suggesting er asking th a t we reinstate the !iarch 7, 1980,

) 13 order, and that these engineering and economic studies be
,
\ 14 made available to you and Justice immediately?

15 MR. ElUME. We believe that the order stands as it

16 . stood on March 7th, Mr. Wolfe. Certainly we are not asking

17 . tat the documents be produced to us tomorrow, no, sir.

18 MR. WGlFE: Now, as I understand it, at any time

19 until it is evident that there is no settlements is that

20 correct?

21 MR. ElUME4 I would be a little more cautious

. Z2 about that, %r. Wolfe, and say that once the Ecard
;

23 determines that we are going to have hearing type i

1

24 obligations in terms of notifying the other parties as to i

i

25 what what documents we intend to use at a r. earing, we should i

!

|4

|
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1 he given some time to review these documents so that we can

2 let the other side know that we intend to use them. They

3 could be vital to the preparation of our own case.
,

4 CHAIRMAN MILLER. Those are these same computer

5 studies now on the technical and economic feasibility of

6 in te ; conn ection ?

7 MR. ELUMEs Yes, sir, that is correct.

8 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You are not adding to that then

9 any documents which have either been generated, surfaced or

10 alluded to in the recent months of negotiations?

11 MR. BLUMEs I don' t know of any documents that

12 have been alluded to in the recent months which would have a

.

13 direct bearing upon these issues, Your Honor.

14 CHAIRMAN MILLER: 'd e ll , direct or indirect. I

15 mean, if there is something there, put it on the table.
i

16 MR. BLUME: The intent in our motion was to

17 discover those documents which were the subject of the

18 Board's March 7th orf.er and not to expand or change that

19 order. We believe that order stands as it stood then.

20 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Now, the reports filed by the

- 21 staff and the Department of Juctice, at least the last time

22 we met three weeks or whenever it was sgo, shcwed a number

23 of conferences between and among the staff of FERC, NBC

24 staff and tne Department of Justice. Do you recall that?

25 MS. PLUMES Severs.1 reetings between the staffs?

)
( ,

_
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1 CHAIRfAN MILLER: Cuite a number of meetings.

! 2 MB. SLUME: Yes, sir.

i. 3 CHAIRUAN MILLER: The Department of Justice had

4 quite a number listed. *

5 MB. BLUME: Yes, sir.

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: There were quite a few of them,

7 as I recall. Do you remember that? Are you a party to

8 these meetings, 'r. Blume?

9 MR. BLUME: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, ncv, the presence of FERC

11 purries me just a little bit. You are not a party, of

12 course, as you point out. Why are you meeting so often with

) 13 the FERC? You have it listed as negotiations in the pending

14 cases.

15 MR. ELUME: Well, that might be a better subject

16 for my co-counsel to answer, Mr. Chairman.

I'7 CHAIPMAN MILLER: You mean you weren't present at

18 those meetings?

19 MR. BLUME: I wa s , indeed.

20 CHAIEMAN Y!LLER: Do you ever wonder why you were

21 there?

22 (Laughter.) |

23 MR. ?LUME: Well, there is a Commission policy in ;

I

24 favor of settlement and we like to follow Commission policy,
1

25 Mr. Chairman.

)
s

.
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1 CHAIPMAN MILLER: Well, we do, too, but since you

2 don't have any responsibility to FERC, which obviously has

3 before it the question of the two DC interconnections, and,

4 then you are meeting with the staff and you talk about the

5 settlement which we all favor, I am just a little curious.

6 Ycu mean you never talked to FERC staff people about some of

'7 these very questions that you think may be in these

8 supposititious documents?

9 MR. BLUME: Well, Mr. % iller, we ---

10 CHAI3 DAN HILLER: I don't want you to tell me what

11 was said, if anything. I an not trying to get to the

12 substance. You mean you never talked about it?

j 13 MR. 3LU3E: I wouldn't do that.
'l
'

14 CH.tIEM AN MILLER: Ckay.

15 MR. ELUME: As va res it, the applicants have

16 linked the FERC and the NRC proceedings. There is no way at

1:7 this point, as we see it, to divorce or to ignore the FEEC

18 proc e. edin g. It is going ahead on a track which is similar

19 to this one, though not the same, and any order that the

20 FE3C enters on DC interconnections is going to have a

21 ' critical ef f ect on these proceedincs.

Z! It may be that the FIEC never approves a DC

23 settlement. It may be that they do. Eut th ey also have

24 responsibilities under a different statute to see that these

25 inte.connectione, if any, will te in the public interest.

.

x
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1 Now, the FERC staff has certain expertise which we

2 vant to take advsntage of. They also have an interest in

3 coordinating with us the settlement of this entire.,

4 proceeding, including other proceedings.

5 CHAIR %AN MILLER: Pardon me. The FERC public

6 interest responsibilities include, although perhaps in a

7 different sense, antitrust or anticompetitive

8 considerations, do they not?

9 MR. RLUME: Yes, sir, correct. There is some

10 legislative history, ho wever, applied to PURPA, Public

11 Utility Regulatory Policies Act, which indicates that the

12 public interest standard may not be as strong in terms of

13 competitive interest as our own, however. That is one

'
14 reason that we wish ---

15 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, it didn 't supersede, but

16 certainly the Supreme Court considered the Federal Power

17 Commission's obligations in an antitrust sense, which I take

18 it are not diminished just hecause FEFC has now changed its

19 name , are they?

20 MR. PLUME: That is correct.

21 CHAIRMAN MILLER. As11, those were pretty potent

22 considerations, as I recall them. "hile they may not te of

23 the precise character that the NRC has in th e licensing

24 sense and they may not be within the full sweep and purview

25 of the Cepartment of Justice or even th e Federal Trade

)
,
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1 Commission, nonetheless those are strong public interest

2 considerations, aren't they?

3 MR. ELUME: Well, I don't argue with you, Mr.

'

4 Miller. We have a different statute and a different mandate

5 than the FERC. We attend these meetings with the FERC to

6 take advantage of their expertise and to coordinate the

7 settlement with them.

8 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, whose settlement are you

9 coordinating?

10 MR. ELUME: Cur own.

11 CHAIEMAN MILLER: With the matters that FERC has

12 taken jurisdiction over?

) 13 MR. ELUME: Yes, sir. If one of these settlements

14 falls down, all of them do,'as far as I understand it. We

15 cannot ignore the fact that there is an attempt to settle

16 this proceeding and the proceeding at the FERC as well.

I'7 CHAIEHAN MILLER: From your liaison with FERC de

18 its staff have you derived any information as to whether

19 there are any studies of any kind, whether it be these

20 particula r ones tha t you allude to or others, which are or

21 will be the subject of FEEC consideration ?

22 MS. ELUME: As I understand it, Mr. Miller, the

Z3 - only study that was to comprehensively investigate the

24 feasibility cost and impact of AC interconnections upon

25 applicant's systems was termina ted with the submission, or

-

.
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1 shortly after the submission of the DC settlement, which

2' means that the studies that the applicants themselves have

3 done remain the most directly relevant and perhaps the most

4 informative on those subjects.

5 CHAIE.;AN Y. !LL EE : Your best belief then is that

6 those studies and that information has not and will not be

7 made available to,FERC in the FERC proceeding?

8 MR. SLUME: I have no reason to believe that,

9 Mr. Miller.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You have no reason to believe

11 that they will he?

12 MR. SLUME: That is right.

13 CHAI3 MAN MILLER: I believe that is all that we)
14 have to ask, unless you have something further, Mr. Blume.

15 MR. ELUME: No, sir. Thank you. That is all.

16 CHAIREAN MILLE 3: All right, who wishes to go

l'7 next. Let's have the most knowledgeable among you.

18 (Laughter.)

19 MR. BOUKNIGHT: I think Mr. Sa mp els . a nd I agreed

20 that I would go first before we heard tha t.

21 ( L,au g h er . )

22 M?. ECUKSIGHT: r.r. Chairman, I think we have two
.

23 questions before us raised with respect to these documents.

24 The first is what ought we to de with the jcint motion of

25 the staff and the Ospartment. I think we can dispose of

.
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1 that awfully quick.

2 The second question then is what ought the Board

3 to do about the documents.
s

4 As far as the motion is concerned, I think it

5 should be denied and denied without a great deal of further

6 ado. The situation is that the Board ordered ever the

7 objections of Houston and other parties that certain

8 documents be produced to the staff and to the Department of

9 Justice.

10 ~4e requested certifica tion by the Appeal Board and

11 ce rtifica tion was granted. The matter was pending bdfore

12 the Appeal Board, and at that time the Scard indicated, this

13 Board indicated that it wished to reconsider its order in)
a
' 14 light of the events that have happened in the intervening

,

15 period.

16 At that point I think it is abundantly clear that

17 no order should issue summarily order the documants to be

18 produced before that reconsideration is completed.

19 CHAI?XAN XILLER: This is the recensideration.

20 5R. SOUKNIGHT: All right, sir, that is the second

21 point. I think when we get to the question of the

ZZ reconsideration, where we were last Spring when this matter

23 was argued before you and when you issued ycur order, is

24 there had been a series of cettisment discussions amon;

25 Houston, Texas Utilities and Central P0wer and Light Company

\
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1 and those had not been successful at that time. Indeed,
,

2 they had been broken off at the time that this matter was

3 first before the Board..,
,

4 We didn't tell you very much about those

5 - discussions a t that time since they had not ended

6 success' fully. The Department and the staff in fact argued

7 to you that since those discussions had not come to any

8 successful fruition there was no longer any reason for you

9 to be concerned about showing settlement discussions. Those

10 appeared to be over and we could move on from th a t .

11 Well, what has obviously happened since then is

12 those discussions began again. They did come to fruition.

13 A settlement agreement has been signed among these three
)
/

'- 14 parties and now there are intensive settlement discussion's

15 going on among these three parties and all of the other

16 parties to the proceeding.

17 Now, I think that all that Ecuston is concerned

18 about these documents is that Houston's thought processes as

19 to why it signed that agreement with Central Power and light

20 Company not be probed. Not tha t we have any thing to be

21 terribly embarrassad about, frankly, upon lookir.g at the

22 documents that are invclved, any more than I suspect the

23 Department would want its thought processes probed as to why

24 earlier this week it wrote us a letter changing its position
|

25 on the interconnection issue. !

i

l
i
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1 I think that any party quite naturally doesn't

2 vant to go into settlement discussions knowing that it is

'3 going to end up compromising, it is going to end up giving
,

4 something away and then to nave all of that spread on the

5 public record.

6 So I think there is f ar more reason now to be

7 concerned with not probing people's thought processes as we

8 go into this final round of settlement negotiations. If we

9 are able to get an agreement among a number of parties here,

10 th en that is a good development. That agreement ought to

11 stand on its own and why it was that the Department or

12 Houston or anyone else finally signed tha t agreement ought

13 to be put aside.

'

1<4 MR. G1ASER: What would be the relevance of

15 Houston's thought processes and why it decided te sign this

16 settlement agreement? How would that be relevant in trial?

17 1R. SCUKNIGHT: I don 't see how that is relevant

18 in trial at all, Mr. Glaser.

19 M. R . G1ASER: Why would you object then to looking

20 at documents? Since it is not relevant, the document

21 therefore probably could be used.

22 MR. IC UK:!IGHI s Well, Mr. Glaser, it couldn't be

23 used very probably in this hearing. I don't know. I would

24 have to think about whether the specific documents that we

25 are talking about could be posribly somehow be used in this

)
_.
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1 hearing. But in gives the other pa rties in litigation some

2 insight as to how you might look at the legal issues in the

3 case.

*

4 MS. GLASER: That is what discovery is about,

5 isn't it?

6 3R. 200 KNIGHTS Well, I think the discovery stops

7 though at a point. It stops on a point where you sit down

8 and say, what should we be trading, whst should we be giving

9 away, what should we be asking that other party to us back

10 in order to compromise this thing and stop litigating.

11 I think that everybody who signed the settlement -

12 agreement in this case has signed agreements that contain

) 13 some things that he doesn't like, he doesn't believe in and

1<4 he doesn't believe are good ideas becaure that beat

15 litigating for'another five years. I think there is some

16 concern with having other parties that are sti'' '4 tigating

l'7 against you to look at that thought processes.

18 M. R . GLASE3s Well, now, if these documents are the

19 ones that Mr. Elume says that the staff had in =ind when it

20 wrote the motion, and they would be the ones that were in

21 existence up to March 7th, would those docunents discloso

22 Houston's thought processes as to why it signed the

23 settlement agreement subsequent to ?. arch 7th?

24 MP. 2CUKNIGHT:- Yes, sir, they do. That was the

25 first round of negotiations with Central Fower and Light

a
,
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1 Company.

2 MR. GLASER: Well, if we ruled at that time that

3 the documents had to be produced what reasons have since

4 in tervened as to why we should change that ruling?

5 MR. ECUKNIGHT: I think frankly at that time there

6 was some concern on the part of the Board and some questions

7 raised by the Department of Justice and the staff as to

8 whether these documents really involved settlement

9 negotiations and solely settlement negotiations or as to

10 whether some things had been produced in two or three

11 contexts and were simply being withheld because they had

12 been involved in settlement negotiations.

13 ! think what Pas happened since then has to show
)

14 you that the settlement necotiations were indeed very

15 serious, tha t our focus as that time was on the settlement

16 negotiations and that there indeed have been documents

17 prepared solely in that context.

18 The most basic answer that I can give you is that

19 in March of this year you did rule against us. We appealed

20 that. You have now suggested tha t reconsideration by this
'

21 licensing board is in order. As I say, I think there are

22 good reasons for your reconsidering it in light of

23 supervening developments. But if we are just back where we

24 were in March, I don't know where the reconsideration is

25 advancing the ball.

v.

.
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1 MR. GLASER4 Well, dc you think the staff of the

2 Department wanted these documents just to test the

3 settlement agreement tha t your client signed with the other

4 party, or do you think they want then for other reasons?

5 MR. BOUKN7JHT: Mr. Glaser, I will tell you

6 exactly why I think they want them.

7 MR. GLASER I would like to hear that.
.

8 MR. 50UKNIGHTs Mr. elume indicated to you that

9 experts of the NRC staff had considered tne feasibility of

10 AC and DC interconnections. The fact is there is not an

11 expert witness for any governnent agency in this proceeding

12 who has done any kind of study of the costs and benefits of

) 13 AC or DC interconnections. We have asked that question

!
1-4 repeatedly on depositions and we have asked it on

15 interrocatories.

16 MR. G1ASER: I assume you have and you have asked

I'7 for any studies they might have done and all the rest of it

18 and you have gotten anythina.

19 MR. 30GKN!GHT: Ve haven't getten a thing. They

20 are just not there.

21 MR. G1ASER: Well, they would like to have yourr

22 to see how to do it, or else see what you did.

23 MR. SOUKNICHTs I think it is just a plain fishing

24 expedition. They would like to find something in our files

25 that helps build that gap in their case because they haven't
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1 done that kind of work. I think that is why they are aiming

2 to do it.

3 CHAI'EMAN MILLEE: Well, wouldn't that be then

4 within the qualified privilege of work product of counsel?

5 As you are describing it, it would appear to be within that

6 well recognized although qualified privilege, would it not?

7 MR. BOUKNIGHT: Well, we asserted that privilege

8 at the time, Mr. Chairman. We also told you candidly at th e

9 time that many of these documents were prepared by personnel

10 of the client corporations. They were not prepared by

11 lawyers. The lawyers didn't do any computer studies,

_ 12 Mr. Chairman. We did assert the work product privilege at

) 13 the time and we asserted as well what we thought was a

14 settlement protection that applies before this Commission.

15 Yes, sir, I think they are privileged documents.

16 That has been our position from the outset.

17 MR. WOLFE: I got a slight glimmer, Mr. Eouknight,

18 that why you still resist production at least now, and at

19 least now during negotiation toward settlement, that

20 actually you would have no great objection if settlement was

21 not concluded. Is that correct?

22 MR. SOUKNIGHT: If centlement were not conclude * T

23 would still have the objectica, Mr. Wolfe. I think there 1

24 value in a party being able to consider posrible tradeoffs.

25 53. 01ASER. You told me earlier -- excuce me fer

) -
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1 interrupting - " hat you didn't think there was anything in

2 these documents which would be embarracsing to your client.

3 ?. P . BOUCiIGHTs Yes, sir, I think that is the case.

4 MR. GLASER: All right.

5 MR. POUKNIGHT: ! think in the particular

6 documents that we are talking about I think that is the
.

7 case. I don 't know how all the counsel vould come out on

8 this for their respective parties, but I am not concerned

9 here that I know that sitting on my desk is a terrible-

10 smoking gun that is going to hurt Houston in the esse.

11 I am more concerned really that a thought process

12 of signing a settlement agreemen t agreeing to interstate DC>

) 13 interconnections under circumstances where our client is not

14 at all certaih that that is as goed idea as leaving the

15 status quo as it was is going to be spread on the public

16 record.

I'7 HE. GlASER: Could you refresh my recollection a

18 bit. I didn't recall a very vociferous argument on work

19 product about these documents back in ?. arch when we had an

20 oral argument on tne Cepartnent's then request to have then

21 produced. Am I wrong?

22 YR. ECUKNIGHT: Mr. Glaser, I will .have to tell

23 you frankly thst I don't recall. This matter came before

24 the Board'on three ocascions, as I recall. My recollection

25 is that when we first respended to the discovery requests of

)
.

|
1

|
1
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1 the Department and the staff we asserted a work product

2 privilege.

3 As the matter arose on the second matter for
.

.

4 reconsideration by the government I helieve that other

5 issues were pinpointed in the government's filing at that

6 time, but I frankly didn't review the entire history. I do
,

7 think tha t we asserted a work product privilege. If we*

8 didn't ! will write you a letter and tell you that we didn't.

9 MR. GLASER: If you didn' t you are doing it now.
e.

10 MR. SOUKNIGhT Yes, sir.

11 MR. GLASER I notice when Mr. Miller hrought the

12 subject up you quirkly seired upon it.

) 13 (Laughter.)

14 CHAIRZAN MI1LERs If these documents were preparud

15 solely for settlement negotiations, which were the terms I

16 think, of one or more of our original orders, would that not

17 almost necessarily involve the participation of counsel if

18 'they were prepared solely for settlement negotiations unless

19 settlement negotiations did not involve coun sel?

) 20 3R. ECUKNIGHT ': r . "il1+r, there were some
,

21 settlement negotiations that,did not involve counsel.
22 CHAIR 1AN . TILLERS ihat is what worried us. Ycu

23 will recall that was one of the reasons for our ruling we

24 didn't want to have the situation, we are not 'avying

25 charges against any parties h+re, but we did not want to

.

.

.
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i 1 have a situation where both lawyers and expert witnesses

2 were insulated for trial purposes versus settlement purposes

3 so that the Board was not having the benefit of th,e best
4 evidence because counsel could very honestly represent that

5 there was nothing else, and the witnesses, too. They

6 wouldn 't know about it. That,was one of our concerns. We

*7 expressed it to you.

8 MR. E00 KNIGHT: I know that.

9 CHARMAN MILLER: That is one of the reasons now we -

10 are also only looking at it in a limited basis. If you wil'_

11 recall, we were looking at discrete, precise documents, We

12 indicated they would be examined In Canera in it were

) 13 necessary to protect parties from disclosure and that they

14 would be er could be subject to an appropriate protective

15 order.

16 Now, it is true that because of the intervening

17 appeal there were never any refinemente of our cral ruling

18 in that regard, but the Board at no time was opening up all'

19 documents tna t were used in er out of necctiations and the

20 lika, or that just pertained helter skelter to any given

21 subject. It was a rather focused crder that we a rticulated

22 orally and, as I say, never actually get a round te putting

23 it in writing I believe.

24 .i R . ROUKNIGHT: Yes, cir, it was a limited. crder,

; 25 but you will recall at the time that what the Scard war

.
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1 doing was weighing two competing situations.
! ,

2 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, that is correct.

'

3 MR . BOUKNIGHT: I think tr a t you recognized in all

4 of your orders and in the oral argument a strong

5 consideration in favor of fostering settlement discussions

6 and protecting people 's thought processes f ror. discovery.

7 CHl.IEMAN MILLERS Yes, that is correct.

8 MR. ECUXNIGHT: The people on the other side

9 argued to you that the evidentiary value of these documents

10 puts some weight on the other side of the scale and that on

11 the settlement side of the scale some weight should be taken

12 off because the settlement discussions a ppeared not to have

j 13 progressed very far and indeed appeared to have been halted

14 at the time that the argument took place before the Board.

15 It is a balancing test. *'e are no t talking abouta

16 something that is absolute. But I think that what has

17 happened since then is that the weight that should be given

18 for protection of the settlement process ougPt to be greatly

19 increased because of what has happened in this proceeding.

20 There have been successful settlement discussiens. There

21 are now very intensive settlemen t discussions. I think the

22 shoe is going to have to fit everyone's foot in this

23 proceeding. If we are coing to allow the disc 1ccure of

24 documents that reflect the thought prccesses of people

25 engaged in settlement, we are pcinc to be asking for

)
,

_. 1
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1 settlement.

2 MR. GlASER: What is good for the goose is good

3 for the gander. I assume that will be the case.

4 MR. BOUKNIGHT: 'Je have interrogatories

5 outstanding that I thouaht would cover most of the documents

6 th a t may have been produced by these two government agencies

7 in the past few weeks.

8 I think if you weigh the scale right now that you

9 would come down on the side of extending as much protection

10 to the settlement process as you can without otherwise

11 disrupting the proceedings. I think there is more reason

12 for that than there was this Sp.-in7

) 13 Mr.. GlASEE4 That argument would just simply

1-4 suggest that we enter an order requiring perhaps the

15 production but stay it while you complete your settlement

16 discussions. Isn't that really what you would be askinc?

17 MR. ECUKN!GHT: No, sir. I think first that if

18 you know that later what you thought is going to end up on

19 the public record or end up being read by people on the

20 other side that you are going to approech settlement

21 discussions nore c?.refully and less forthcomingly than you

Z1 would otherwise. I think that is a reason for giving some

23 protection to the thoucht processe: of one engaged in

24 settlement.

25 Just because the settlement agreacent is signed
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1 and all that is behind you doesn 't mean then tha t the

2 protection ought to be removed and that people ought after

3 the fact to be able to look at those thought processes.

4 MR. GLASER: I have forgetten what the Federal

5 Rule of Evidence specifically says about that.

6 MR. BOUKNIGHT: It doesn't say very much.

7 MR. GLASER4 It doesn't say very nuch, does it,

8 and neither does the legislative history.

9 MR. SOUKNIGHT: No, sir. In fact, as the Appeal

10 Board recognized in calling for further briefs, it is an

11 area where there is very little legal precedent. !t is an

12 area where the discretion of the trial teard is really of

) 13 paramount significance. I think you are in a position here

14 to judge whether the settlement efforts going on here are

15 valuable and legitimate.

16 MR. GLASER: Well, I will tell you, until I find

17 out what the issues are that people can ' t agree upon I don't

18 know what to think. To be perfectly frank, I have asked the
,

19 Chairman to see if he could find out what it is that the

20 parties agree upon and what they don't agree upon. I a.t

21 more interested in what they don't agree upon because that

22 is going to tell ne what we are going to be trying in this

23 case, if we are going to tryin; it at all. This is pretty

24 late in the game to have this ?oard sit up here in a blind

25 area without kncwing whtt is involved. I will tell you, we

)
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) I just don't know what is involved.
I

2 P.R . BOUKNIGHTe I think that the reason that lou

3 are having trouble getting a handle on what is involved is

4 illustrated by another remark that Mr. Blume made'a few

!

5 noments ago. I think that both government agencies are

6 approaching the settlement discussions from the standpoint

7 of looking at a result.

8 MR. GLASERs I see that. They are talking about

9 the remedy phase first and they want to get that settled and

10 then they decide that what ycu don't settle there they

11 figure they are going to try the liability, and I don't know

12 that that is the right way to proceed, but I am not trying

13 this case.
)

14 MR. 30UKNIGHT. Well, let me amend the second half

15 of what you said just a bit. I think that the position

16 certainly of the Department and possibly of the staff is

17 that in remedy phase of the discussions if they don't get

18 the result that they are looking f or then we don't try just

19 a fav issues on liability we try the whole thing.

20 MR. CLASE3 Yes.

21 MR. 20UKNIGHTs I think that is wh ere we- are

22 headed , and I think that is why it is so hard te get a

23 handle en what remains between the parties.

24 "F. OLASER: Well, speaking for myself, I believe

25 the Ecard does have the power to simply say, gentlemen, if

ALCERSON REPORTING CCMPANY, INC.
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Y 1 we are not presented with some kind of substantive

' :2 settlement agreemen t by a certain date we are going to go to

3 trial. I think we have the power to do that.

4 I will tell you, ! for one am very close to

5 -suggesting to my colleagues that we simply do that, simply

6 enter a date and say, you know, you have it done by such and

7 such a date or we are going to go to trial and let's just

8 let the chips fall where they may becauce this 5 card has

9 been fooling around with this case, and I don't mean fooling

10 around in the sense that we are not taking it sericusly, but

11 we have had this case before us for a long time.

12 While some progress has been made towards

13 settlement, it seems to me sinply not enouch progress. We
)

~

14 can 't go on forever ad nauseam hearing about these great

15 reports of settlement and then not being told about what

16 matters are resolved and wha t aren't.

17 It seems to me that it is in the interest of

18 everycne to either set down a date for trial or give me a

19 date as to when you have to conclude your discussions and
1

20 that is the and of it.

21 MR. SOUKNIGHT. Yr. Glaser, I think I generally

22 agree with_that. The only that has cccurred in tha last

23 week tha t makes me add a caveat is, very frankly until the

24 last week the repartment of Justice has not indicated an

25 interest in trying to settle this case, in my judgment. In

) -

t

-.
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1 the past week Mr. Fabrikant has indicated to me that he

2 would like to give it a try. I think th a t he recognizes

3 that in the past they haven't given.it nuch of a try. I
,

,
4 think that ! vould like to construe that as a hopeful and

5 constructive davelopnent. I also have to construe that

6 against the background of the set of licensed conditions
'

7 that the Department of Justice sent to us earlier this week

8 which reflect not at all a cettlement position but reflect

9 an extremely extreme litigating position.

10 32. GLASER: I don't want to get over into the

11 second motion that is before us now, except this may be an

12 appropriate time to ask you, how much time do you think you

13 need to conclude these discussions in light of these latest
)
I 14 discussions that you have just alluded to? How much tine do

15 rou need to consider those and to get back to the various

16 parties? How much more time do you need to discusc

17 settlement in this ca se because I would like to try to get a

18 trial date set and do it as quickly as we can.

19 MR. 3GUKNIGHT: I think it ic better te get Mr.

20 Fa brik a n t go first on that.

21 MR. GLASER: he has made the first move. The ball'

22 is in your rourt. sent you come documents, as I

23 understand it, and you are now considering them.

24 MR. BCUK:!IGH T: Yes, sir.

25 ER. GlASE3: How long are you ;cing to take to
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) I consider then?

2 M3. ECUKNIGHT: 'J ell , I don't think we are going

3 to take very long to consider them. I think we can give

4 Mr. Fabrikant a response on the particula r documents that he

5 sent us within a very few days. ~

6 Now, there are a couple of cther things that

7 Mr. Fabrikant tells us he will be taking a positicn on in

8 the very near future, that he has not taken a negotiating

9 position. Now, he has taken a litigating position en

10 everything, but his litigating position is that I want it

11 all. His negotiating position I think is yet to be

12 developed on a couple of key issues. :!y instinct as of a

) 13 week ago today was precisely what you said, let's set a

14 date, let's force the pe ople , particula rly the Department of

15 Justice, either to talk settlement or forget abcut it and

16 try the case.

17 The comments that he has made to me in the last

18 few days cause me at least to pause before saying that to

19 you. I think maybe he should be heard first on that.

20 MR. GLASEE: '4 ell, we aren't taking up the second

21 motion now because we want to hear frca Mr. Sa:pels and any

22 other party that wants to comment on the question of

23 clarification, but these things seem te he intertwined and I

24 apolocize for cettinc into it, but at least I have an

25 understanding cf what is involved here.

s

.

*
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1 MR. SOUXNIGHT: They are intertwined.

2 Thank you.

3 CHAIEHAll ILLEE: Who wishes to ;o next. This is.,

4 the question now of the discovery of the documents.

5 We would like to know are there any other

6 documents besides those that were described to us in

7 somewhat elliptical terms originally as being computerized

8 products of so and so?

9 Are we talking about any additional docunents?

10 MR. SOUKNIGHT: Well, we are not talking about any

11 additional computerized documents, no, sir. We certainly

12 prod uced some documents in the process of settlement

) 13 discussions.

14 CHAIEXAN 2IlLEE: Well, you will netice from my

15 memorandum to the Appeal Board that we l'ndicated that our

16 desire to at least reconsider the March 7th disccvery order

l'7 was in the light of the very extensive settlement

18 negotiations conducted by all pa rties since April 2. We

19 have had reports from you frca time to tine as well as

20 discussed them with ycu.

21 Those are the possible intervening facters which

22 we had in mind in reviewing, as well as the fact that

23 discovery essentially has been closed in this case. It was

24 settled and we hope that it will be fine. If there remains

25 some issues we will settle them now. Ihere is net goin to

)

.
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'

1 be a lot more discovery. We cautioned everybody on that !

2 think.

3 In view of the fact that the parties have been
,

4 discussing, among other things certainly, the DC

5 interconnections and matters of that kind, it seemed to us

6 that some of the questions in the minds of the staff and the

7 Department of Justice surely surf aced somewhere along th e

8 line in some form or fashion. It would seem strange if they

9 hadn't.

10 What we a.re inquiring about is what is the present

11 situation with regard to the preparation, existence or

12 discovery of documents which have a reasonable bearing upon

} 13 issues which might come up in a trial with regard to
,

14 business justification, namely, the feasibility and the

15 technical and economic point of view of interconnections,

16 which I guess at that point were defined as AC or DC in the

l'7 original presentation and order? But where de we stand now

18 on that?

19 MR. PCUKNIGHT: Yr. Siller, may I take a moment to

20 confer?

21 CHAIEMAN ' FILLER: Yes. We vill take a short

22 recess, about five minutes.

23 (Whereupon, a short recesc was tak en.)

24 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

25 ME. ECUKNIGHT: .r. Chairman, I an not aware of"

.

._
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)
'1 any additional documents that have been produced by Houston

| 2 or its consultants since that March order that would now be

3 called for by the March orde r.

4 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Thank you.

5 Go ahead, Mr. Sampels.

6 MR. SAMPELS: Mr. Chairman, I really have little

7 to add to Mr. Bouknight's discussion with respect to the

8 motion for :larification. There are a couple of things that

9 I would like to point out to the Board that were raised

10 during the discussion with Mr. Blume, however, that I think

11 are relevant this norning.

12 As has been indicated I think by bcth Mr.

13 Fabrikant and yr. Blume, the questien of wheeling in our

14 settlement discussions has seemed to have been the most

15 difficult one to identify and scive.

16 Texas Utilities has met with the staff of the NEC

l'7 as well as the Depsrtment of Justice in which the wheeling

18 issue has arising on numerous occasions, only once with

19 respect to th e Department, but I would say a t least a half a

20- doren times or more with r=spect to the staff of the NF.C.

21 I have never, to my knowledge, met with the NEC

22 staff to discuss the questien of wheeling or transmission

23 systems without the presence of the staff at the FIRC. I

24 - have never met with the Department of Justice en tha t

25 question without the presence of the F?C at least. I have

)
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1 also had several meetings with the staff of the FERC with

2 respect to the issues that are pending before that agency.
I

L 3 I have never met with the staff of the FERC with respect to

!
4 the pending application over there without the staff of the

5 NRC being present and fully pa rticipa tin g .

6 By revealing this I am making no complaint. I am

7 trying to make a point, however, tha t without getting into

8 the substanco cf the differencer that exist between us on

9 the question of wheeling there does exist a rignificant

10 issue that is yet unresolved as to where and which agency

11 has the res;ponsibility with respect to rates for wheeling

12 services and the level of service that any particular

13 utility company would be required to render in cennection
j
i

14 with trans.tission services.

15 It has been the pcsition of Texas Utilities that'

16 rates and level of service is peculiarly a matter within the

l'7 jurisdiction and expertise of the Federal Enargy Eegulatory

18 Co mm is sio n , and that rates and levels of service are not

19 properly the subject fo r licensed conditions.

20 I have understood the position expressed by the

21 staff of the NEC on that subject and I think that at least

22 the last time we met we made considerable progrecs on that

23 funda: ental problem. I am not prepared to say that we will

24 not be able to mak a more progress and solve it.

25 That is the subject =atter of the issue. I really

)
s
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)
L 1 have no personal objections for the staff of the NEC to make

2 its views know to the staff of the FEFC or vice versa. That

- 3 has happened extensively. Ihey have jointly participated in

4 the development of a propoca.} with respect to wheeling. The

5 proposal with respect towheylingoriginallyofthe staff of
t6 the NBC was identifical page for page with the proposal of

7 wheelinc submitted by the staff of the FERC. There was not

8 a jot or a tittle of difference between the two.

9 So tnat really represents a continuing f undame n tal

10 problem. I think that Mr. Chanania would agree with me that

- 11 we have' identified potential areas to solve that issue, but

12 it has not yet 3een solved.

}- 13 With-respect to the documents, as ! say, I really

14 have no particular comment with respect to the motion to

15 clarify that has not been said fully and adequately by Mr.

16 Bouk night- here this morning or which was not developed

l'7 originally when this issue came on to be hea rd by the Board.

18 CHA!E?.AN MILLERS Does anyone else wish to be

19 heard on this =ction ?

20 23. S?IEGEL: George Epiegel. Now, ! am not
!

21 directly involvad in the pleadings on this' issue of

22 production, but the discussion seem- to be ficpping over

23 onto settlement. Perhaps I have a suggestion that night

24 help everybody.

25 We, the s:all systers, or certainly 3 rewnsville,
'

!

|
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)
1 have been approached by a number of the utilit) companies

2 who enteref into the settlement agreement s a yi,n g you want to
3 agree to the DC interconnections. I keep saying, well,

,

4 where is the basis why? How expensive is it? How feasible

5 is it? 'J hy can't you do AC? They seem to be saying,

6 believe in us, li'<e somehow the DC interconnection is

7 something that has come down from on high.

8 It does see= to me that if they do have studies,

9 and it now appears clear that they do have studies, and they

10 appear to have the only studies since the government hasn't

11 made the studies, and I am not being critical because they

12 haven't made tham, then it seems to me why don't they

j 13 produce those studies in the settlement process with all of

5 14 us so that we have some basis for saying that DC is a good

15 idea?

16 I can tell them all right here and nov that until

17 they produce evidence and proof of a satisfactory hesis we
,

18 are not going to adopt the DC tie because of sufficient

19 information floating around which indicstes that the darn

20 thing is so expensive that te put a DC intertie between two

21 pcrts of Texas is to create a Chinese wall. That not only

22 doesn't solve the problem fer the present but creates worse

23 problems for the f uture.

24 Eo I would say, particularly if Houston Lichting

25 and Fower has it, I think they should with goed grace
t

)-
,
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1 produce it for us within the settlement. I must say dealing

| 2 with attorneys for Houston Lighting and Power they have been
|

3 very cooperative and reasonable in discussing settlement.

4 Indeed, I am a little bit surprised in view of the

5 good relations we have had in discussions with Houston that

6 they won't produce these documents. I believe it is Houston

7 as well as TU that believe that DC is a good idea and AC is

8 a bad idea. So why should they be reluctant to produce the

9 studies that back it up.

10 MR. ETAHL: Mr. Chairman, if I may be heard

11 briefly in response to Yr. Spiegel. I was very surprised to

12 hear Mr. Spiegel's remarks about the lack of information

13 concerning cost of the DC or the operational characteristics

\ T4 or perfornance of the DC because only ten days ago Central

15 and Southwest with the support of Houston and TU filed at

16 the FERC in a proceeding in which *r. Spiegel represented.

17 the Public Utilities Board at 3rownsville an effer of

18 settlements which contained, among other docunents,
,

19 testimony of Jack Wells, who is the Senior Vice Frasident

20 for Enginaaring of Central and Couthwect, as well as

21 numerous exhibits attached tc the testimony which explains,

22 we believe, in very great ,e:411 just what the ecst of the

23 DC interconnections is likely tc be, hev they will operate

24 and generally how they satisfy the statutory criteria under

25 the Federal Power Act.

)
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1 In this respect Mr. Sampels just handed me a copy

2 of the document which is the testimony and the exhibits to

?.

3 which I just referred. It is quite clear that it is a

4 fairly thick document. I think if Mr. Spiegel would take

'

5 the time-to read through the document he would find that a

6 lot of his questions would probably be answered.

7 MR. GLASER: 'Well, what was your suggestion,

8 Mr. Spiegel?

9 MR. SPIEGEL: I am embarrassed. I hadn't read

10 it. I had not been aware of it. Everything I said should

11 be conditioned upon that.

12 MR. G1ASER: Than) you.

j 13 CHAIEMAN MILLER: You mean it is inoperative now?

14 MR. SPIEGEL: I still think that if they have

15 studies they ou;ht to be willing to show it to us within the

16 settlement discussion f ramework. Now, obviously if we don't

l'7 need those studies, we don't need those studies. As I say,

18 such data as I have had so f ar leads me to doubt the

19 feasibility and the economics of the DC interconnection. It

20 may be that Mr. '4 ells will convince us that we don't need

21 those studies.

22. CE AI..t.AN MI11EE : All ri;ht, I think the Board

23 will move now into the consideration of the second motion.

24 Gh, I as sorry, tr. E s b r.' k a n t , did you wish to

25 address us?

.
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7
1 MS. FABRICANT: Yes, Your Honor, if I could just

2 have two minutes to respond to a few of the matters that

3 were brought up.
.

4 First, I want to thank Mr. Eouknight for his kind

5 remarks about tne Department. I am glad to know that his

6 confidence has been restored in us.

7 Nonetheless, I must point out what I consider to

8 be a very important inconsistency in what he has told the

9 Board today about the settlement documents.s

10 As I understand what he said, when they argued

11 his thing to you back in March they told you that they

12 didn't think the documents ought to be produced bect se the

| 13 settlement discussions had broken down. Now that the

14 settlement discussions that had broken down have come to

15 f rui tion with Central and TU, now they seem to be suggasting

16 that because there are other settlement discussions that are

17 ongoing that for some reason now these documents a:ain ought

18 not to be produced.

19 I thin's there is a sense here of trying to have it

20 both ways which I think the Board ought to be concerned

21 about. Ir any event, no one has indicated any supervening

22 event that would justify the Eoard in basically reversing

23 itself, because all cf the argunents that have bean :ade

24 today by Mr. Ecuknight and by us really are precisely th e

I 25 same as they were back in 'da rch .

.

.
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1 The cnly reason that was given, the policy reason

2 that was given back in . March by the applicants as why this

" 3 disclosure shouldn't be made is because it is going to chill

4 settlement discussions.

5 Now, if you look at what happened since the

6 Board's order, although it was stayed, is that settlement

7 discussions proceeded constructively between those parties.

8 Therefore, there is no reason to think that requiring the

9 parties to disclose this document is going to chill

10 settlement discussions heresfter.

11 One or two other matters. Mr. Ecuknigh t continues

12 to refer to processes, thoucht processes that are coinc to
.

13 be revealed. It msy not e=barrass his client, but I think

14 anyone would have t_ vonder why you fight se hard if

15 so=ething in there may not hurt you. 3ut we have not asked

16 for thought processes. We have asked for facts. We have

17 asked for economic studies. We have asked for engineering

18 studies. We are lookin; f or tha t kind of analysis. We are

19 not looking for lawyers' thouchts.

20 Mr. Bouknight referred to the concession document

21 that we refarred, would we be enbarrassed to disclose the

22 und?rlying reasons for it. Those were legal reasons why the

23 Depa r tm en t did what it did. That was a process of thought.

24 th a t is completely different than the kind of issues

25 involved and the complex =atters involving the AC and DC

f
,

--.
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,

!

I proposals that are at stake here.

2 Now, with respect to what Mr. Stahl said about all

3 these documents are in the offer of settlement, I point out
,

4 that for a very long time that everyone thought that Central

5 itself had insisted upon a AC proporal, that they thought

6 that that was the way to do things and then they changed,

7 and they might have changed with good reason. I am not

8 saying that they didn't, but they did enance and it is

9 important to know if Mr. Spiegel is right. If these are

10 potentially anticompetitiva, we ought to be able to know

11 that in advance. If they studied that and they have reasons

12 to think that it is anticompetitive or that it is better,

13 they shouldn't he reluctant to let us know that.
i

14 That kind of gets into the. reason Border Co-ops is

15 here and everything, and I don't want to get into that right

16 now. But I do think that these are considerations which th e

17 Board ought to consider in ruling on the motion.

18 Finally, it was pointed out to me during the break

19 that when the Board issued its order the last time that they

20 had told the parties that production was going to re

21 forthwith, that the order was coing to te stayed pending the

22 Appeal Sosrd's action but that the parties ought to be ready

23 immedistely after the Appeal 3 card ruled to produce the

24 documents.

25 So I would think if the parties had been faithful

k
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1 to what the Board asked them te do that 'they would be in a

2 position pretty scon, forthwith alscst 1" you like, to

3 produce the documents.
,

4 Thank you.

5 MS. SOUKNIGHT: Mr. Chairman, may I have one

S minute on the basis of that?

7 CHAIRMAN MILLE 3 Yes.

8 ME. SCUKSIGHT: Lst's take it from the backend.
.

9 The reason that we wouldn't want to produce thece documents

10 forthwith if you required us to do so, if that we would once

11 again seek Appeal Board review which is where ve were before

12 the Board acked the Appeal Scard if it could reconcider its

13 order.

14 MR. WOLFEs You are not saying though that they

15 are not easily segregable, are you, Mr. Souknight?

16 XR. ECUKhIGHT: No, sir, I am not. Either this

17 Board or the Appeal Board directed us to regregate them and

18 we have done so. I can lay my hands on them quickly. That

19 is not the problem.

20 Ihe first point that Mr. Fabrikant made was that

21 there may be some inconsistency in the arguments that
+

22 Houston made last Spring and made here. H uston's position

23 very simply is that the documents ought to be prctected. 'J e

24 have always taken that position. We recognire that in March

25 you did not accept all of the trguments that va made.

)
!-
5

' C.
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1 At this time we are attempting to say to you that

2. even accepting the propositions in your order in March there

'3 are new reasons why you in that centext could reconsider,

4 your action. Ve haven't changed our position, but we are

5 not going to juct stand here and tell you you were wrong in

6 March and therefore you should change it now. I don't think

7 that is what the Board had in mind by reconsideration or a

8 productive way to proceed with it.

9 There is one other thing that Mr. Fabrikant said

10 that befuddles me a bit. He referred to a distinction

11 between engineerins studies and legal thought prccesses. I

12 an talking about businecs thought processes. Mr. Fabrikant

13 didn't change his position on the interconnection 1: sue last
4

[ 14 week because he read a new case. He changed his position

15 because he concluded as a :atter of tactics at this time in

16 the proceeding that th e Department could perhaps accept a

17 dif ferent situation in the narketplace than it was prepared

18 to accept before then.

19 Now, the Department of Justice has nothing but

20 lawyers, .and I suppose that the Department wculd =aintain
'

21 that any of the thinking, w h e th e r it is tactical or' legal,

22 done by its peopla falls into the category of a lawyer's

23 thought processes. A~ businessman, howeva , has thought

24 proresses about settlement. Should I t. thic? Is it

25 going'to cost ne too much reney? What kind of prcblem: is

k
\

.
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1 it going to present to me in the real world if I sign this

2 settlement agreement? Now, those a re thought processes that

3 ought to be encouraged and to some extent ought to be
,

4 protected when they are done solely in the context of trying

5 to settle a legal proceeding. I think that is the

6 distinction we are aiming for here, and engineering studies

7 often are in tha t category. You sometines have to take

a pencil to paper when you sit around the table and talk about

9 compromising a dispute like this.

10 Thank you.

11 M3. BLUMEs Mr. Chairman, if I may just take a

12 minute. The staff has never sought to obtain those

13 documents which are prepared in order to lay out the
|I? *

I 14 applicants' positions in settlement discussions. The staff

15 is interested in studies and the document which relate to

16 those studies.

17 Mr. Souknight implios that somehow staff is

18 interested in the position papers prepared by the applicants

19 who prepare them for negotiations, and tha t just is not the

20 case. I wanted to nake that clear.

21 The second thing that should be cleared up is that

22 even if the only issue remaining for this Board to hear,
4

23 assuming that there is some partial settlement, is on the

24 transmission terms and conditions and the use of DC

25 interconnections, these st9 dies will still to reletant.

.
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1 There are going to be some arguments made perhaps
!

| 2 that direct current interconnections work diff erently than

3 alternating current interconnections. I have no d:ubt that

4 the applicants will argue that that is an incorrect
.

5 assumption, that it is unfair to assume that there will ever

6 be alternating current interconnections. We are trying to

7 conpare them, yes, that is true, and we want to show that

8 they could be feasible.

9 CHAIEMAN MILLES: Pardon me, Mr. 31ume, why

10 couldn't the staff using its own experts or those that it

11 could obtain contractually make studies that are necessary

12 for its purposes in this comparison or contrastinc of

13 feasibility conparing the points of view of DC, AC and other

4- ' 14 types of interconnection?

15 MR. 3LUME: Mr. Chairman, we have asked the

16 applicants' experts whether outside consultants can do

17 studies as well as the applicants themselves to judge the

18 irpact of interconnectionr on their own systems. At least

19 the applicants believe that their own studies are more

20 accurate because they know their system much better. That

21 is One reason that their studies may well hav'e a great

22 hearing on completing a sound record fcr this ? card.

23 CHAIPMAN MILLEE. Well, studies by the staff might

24 als have a.cignificant bearing or by the Department of

25 Justica. Why in it that you are relyinc solely upon

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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' I cross-examination or discovery of the studies apparently

2 made presently in the forn of computerized studies when

3 there has been no showing of record at any rate that such,

4 studies, at lesst sufficient for evidentiary purposes,

5 couldn't be made by your own experts?
,

|

6 MR. BLUME: Mr. Miller, the studies are there.

7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: So is the mountain. The point

8 is why can't you do it?

9 MR. BLUME: We eculd. There is ne doubt aboat

10 that. The expense would be enormous, however.

11 CHAI3 MAN MILLER: 'W h a t is the range of cost?

12 MR. BLUMEs Ch, ! cannot give you a rpecific

13 figure.

1-4 CHAIEMAN MILLER: Well, what do you think is

15 enormous?

16 .5R. SLUMEs Housten's expert estirsted that it

17 would t?ke at least a few hundred thoucand dollars in order

18 to ao a complete study on the subject.

19 CHAIE.'AN MILLEE: To do a complete study of their

20 system er to do such studies as would te necessary taking

21 the data thst veuid be a vailatie and :sking a meaningful

22 comparison or contrast of the AC versus the UC which is the

23 staff's question as I understand it.

24 M ?. . ELUME: That is another question. We h v:

25 certainly c:nsulted expert: en the subject. Tc assess the

)
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t
1 feasibility'of interconnections is a major undertaking. It

2 has been done by the applicants. The studies are there.

r 3 They are waiting. There is no reason why they should not be

4 produced.

5 CHAIRP.AN r.ILLERs Well, is there any showing of

6 good cause by the staff as to why it has to rely upon

7 studies made by.other people ostensibly er at least

8 allegedly for the purpose of negotiation when the staff and
,

9 the Cesartnent of Justice are perfectly capable of having

10 studies, perhaps less extensive, but sufficient for

11 evidentiary purposas? -

12 23. BLU3E: I am not sure I understood the thrust

13 of your question. Was it that the staff does not need the

14 studies for negctiations, or that the staff does not need

15 them for a hearing?

16 CF.AIE..AN MILLER: The questien is whether the

17 staff needs them for discovary or whether the staff could

18 not cause adequate studies to te made for something less

19 than $200,000?

20 '?. :105Es I a.? cure the applicants would certain

21 attack any study that is less than conplete. Without doing
'

22 a study that is complete, I really don't see the vslue of

23 thst, Yr. Ch s irn a n . Complete studies have cupposedly been

24 done.. That is what the applicants have argued.

25 CHA:? MAN :!!LLE E : Well, let's assure that they

.

.
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I
1 hadn 't been done. Let's just set that aside. Since you say

2 the mountain is there and we want to climb it, let's just

3 pretend that it wasn't done at all. ?.esume further that you
,

4 are getting ready for trial with your respective issues

5 which include in part at least the technical and economic

6 feasibility connections, or whatever kind of character in

7 the situation in the real world which it is in Texas. What

8 would the staff dc7

S MR. BLUME: Obviously the stiff.in that case would

10 need to do itc own studie s, but that is not the case. The

11 studies are there. They have been done, and they have been

12 done by supposecly th e people who knew the systems best and

13 by the people who have argued that the interccnnections will

14 cause untold harm. I think the Board is entitled to see if'

15 that is backed up by the studies which are already done.

16 CHAIEMAN HILLER: With the study to back it up,

17 would the staff be content then thst that would settle that

18 issue?

19 MR. 31UME: Well, I don't think we would want to

20 pack our bags and go hore, but I certainly telieve that the

21 studies themselves are rele va n t .

22 CHAIP?.AN t!LLER: I don't think you would either,

23 but that is not guite what I asked you. "hst I arked you is

-24 whether you were willing, the staff with the present

25 knowledge it ss=:s to ha ve about th >Fe studier, sr? you

s

s
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1 willing that an analysis and interpretation of those studies

2 should be decisive or deterninative of those issues?

3 MR. ELUME: I do not think that the studies are<

4 going to have a black and white answer. They may be subject

5 to interpretation.

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: In other words, they are not

7 going to be decisive one way or the other. *
,

1

8 M3. ?LUME: We don't know what the studies are,

9 Mr. Chairman.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: I know. They a re getting more

| 11 fuzzy all the time. The more I listen to you the less !

12 know about them.

13 (Laughter.)

14 MR. RLUME: We have done our best to find out what

15 they are and we have always been blocked in tryinc to find

16 out what they are.

I'7 CHAIR.'AN MILLER: Ncthing blocked you from having

18 your own studies made, thouJh, and you were getting awfully |

19 close to trial when this whole settlement thing came in

20 April. You were a. fully close to trial.

21 !E . ~?LUME: Wall,-! am sure you know better than

22 anyone else that one of the bases for the work products

23 privilege is t h 3. t you don't make your opponent do your work.

24 CHAIRMAN MILLE?: I an askin; you, are you doing

25 that? .re you .aking then co your work, that if it did not

- ALDERSON REPORT:NG CCMPANY, INC.
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1 exist you would otherwise dc it to go to trial?

2 MR. BLUME: On the other hand, one of the thing to

3 balance against that is the cost of producing that

4 information yourself and here you are talking about a very

5 costly work product.

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, I don't know whether I am

7 or not. You flipped out $200,000 very readily, but when I

8 vent into what was encompassed by it you were any core

9 certain than anyone else.

10 MS. BLUME: I am not an engineer, 'f r . Miller.

11 CHAIEMAN MILLER: I an not either.

12 MR. BLUME: I can't tell you exactly what is

13 involved. I an sure there are plenty of computer studies,
.

14 load flows, stability studies, chorteircuit studies and so

15 on, but I can't tell you exactly what needs to be done for

16 those studies. I would hope that the applicants have

l'7 already done those to support their arcuments. That is all

18 I am saying.

19 CHAIEMAN MILLIE: That aspiration is very

20 commendable, but since the staff and the Department of

21 Justice are the ener that have triggered this whole

22 evidentiary hearing I would think that they would have done

a a little bit more to be ready in an evidentiary sense that

24 close.to trial rather than relying upon whether or not they

25 were going to lay their hands on some studics rest unknown

f
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1 and all the rest of it.

2 In other words, if you want to approach it in a

3 traditional lawyer-like f ashion, yes, the work product

4 privilege is a privilege, limited or qualified a t any rate

5 as it may be, it doesn't let somebody ride on his opponent's

6 efforts. I have asked now whether or not that might not be
'

7 the case. The staff and the Department haven't done the

8 studies because they are there. 'J e ll , to me that is saying

9 that you are going to try to piggyback it.

10 Now, the next thing that comes tc mind then is

11 this quick 5200,000, which if you are really serious about

12 it, I think you had better it down in a little more precise

13 form because then you have, wh?re you have a work product

14 privilege, you have good cause being shown and not otherwise

15 available as in the case of a DC witness, or costs, not to

16 mention with the information to be gained.

I'7 Those are matters tha t I would think that the

18 staff and the Justice Department would address themselves

19 to. They haven't done anything to have their experts make

20 this kind of study. They were on the eve of trial and they

21 certainly had no assurance, either at'this tris 1 level or a t

22 the Appeal Board level as to whether or not they were going

23 to lay their hands on what now beco.Tes hideously expensive
|

24 and well nigh indispensable. It is kind cf late in the date
,

i

25 that the staff wouldn't have thought about there things. So

)
.

4
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1 it would seem to me that- you would give us a little bit of

2 data in that regard.

3 MR. WOLFEs Mr. Slume, how did you uce the word

4 " work product"? Were ycu speaking in terms of a attorneys'

5 work product or just an all-inclusive wording of work

6 product?

7 MR. BLUME: That is perhaps a dangerous term to

8 use arcund here because ! believe the applicants, according

9 to the Appeal Eoard, at least waived the work product

10 privilege, but I was referring to attorneys' work product.

11 CHAIRMAN MILLE 3: All right. Anything further?

12 MR. FA3RIKANTs Your Honor, can I just make clear

13 the Department 's position with respec t to their studier?

14 The CepartUent doesn't know exactly how T,uch these

15 studies would cost. It has never been our intention te do

16 those studies because we have understood that they would be

l'7 expensive. Now, we never talked to the applicants about

18 that. They never invited us to participate in their

19 studies. I aa not sure we could have even shared that

20 expense with them. In any avent, we didn't ask them to

21 conduct those studies. They did those studies en their own

22 part.

23 Now, here whar you are talking abcut is the fact

24 that you have s*udies that have already been done, and they

25 were done for their own purposer. In other words, this is

)
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1 not a burden that we placed on them. This is something that
,

I

2 they voluntarily and willine undertook on their own part to

3 do.
.

4 Moreover, they are the ones who were in the best

5 possesion of information that would be relevant to an

6 accurate economir or engineering study. In order for us to

7 do it it would probably be even more expensive than it was

8 for them to do it.

9 I think under the rules, Your Honor, the work

10 product privilege would not apply except if there were some

11 attorney work product involved, which we are not seeking.

1:2 Secondly here, since they are the ones who were in

13 control of the information ---

14 CHAIRMAN' MIL 1E3s Parden me. If it were done for

15 an attornay or at an attorncy's request then the terms of

16 the limited order were solely for the purpose of

17 n ego tia tion . "e are talkin; about lawyers nego tiating,

18 after all.

19 MR. FA32IKANT: Eine. I don't have any quibble

20 with that, Your Honer, but these were obvicusly net just

21 work done for lawyers or lawyers' type work. These were a

22 traditional type of economic and engineering type studies

-a which really fall into quite a different catecery at least
,

24 as far as we understand.
_

25 CHAIEXAN MILLISs Well, the representation made

) -
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i

2 that you haven't challenged as such is that they were

3. prepared solely for the purpose of settlement negotiations.

4 Solely.

5 MR. FABRIKANT: Even assuning, Your Honor, th a t

6 that'is true, that doesn't necessarily bring them within the*

7 end of the work product. In any event, even if it did come

8 within the work product, their work product is a very

9 limi ted privilege.

10 CHAIRMAN MILLER: The chief limitation is that you

11 don't get your hands on it until trial. This isn't to say

12 that much work product isn't subpoenable and admissible at

13 trial. We have always held that. The theory of it is, as

14 correcty stated by Mr. Blume, is that counsel for one party'

15 can't rely upon the work effcrt preparation by the other

16 counsel for his benefit in preparing fc trial. If it is

17 relevant, admissible and so forth at trial you would

18 subpoena it.

19 '! E . FASRIKANT: That is right.

20 CH AIEMAN f.IllEE: Admissibility is a wholly

21 different question than work product which is during

22 discovery.

23 MR. FA2?IKANT: I unierstand. That is right.

24 CHAI? MAN MILLER: Ckay.

25 The second notion now. That is th= staff's metion

f
L

-

.
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1 I believe, and it was indicated that it was concurred in by

2 the otner parties, or substantially all the other parties.

3 Staff,.I take it, wishes to 7c on that.

4 M3. C9ANAhIA: Mr. Chairman and members of the

5 Board, in the motion itself we did set forth cur

6 observatiens about how we read the Board's order of July

7 17th,.the prehearing conference order and of the obligations

8 which it put upon the parties. We were concerned, and I

9 think those concerns were stated really as eloquently as I

10 could state them this morning on my feet, in the motion

11 itself. -

12 I suppose the easiest way to say it is we have no

13 problems with the 2 card setting an end to the settlement

14 period that it has allotted the parties. As we pointed out

15 in the motion, we think that the Scard's wisdom in giving

16 the parties a chance to settle has been borne out by the

17 experience which all the parties have gone through.

18 The end of the settlement period is then, at least

19 in the way we view it, to be followed by a setting of issues

20 which remain for trial so that a t that time knowin; what the

21 issues are the parties can submit the trial briefs which are

22 on point and submit lists of witnesses and exchange

23 documents unich address those issues most closely.

24 If one is to lumo the two obligations together,

25 namely, that to conclude settle.7ent negotiations and at the

V -

.
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- 1 same time submit trial briefs all on the same date, we felt

2 that. the obligation to submit trial brief s into evidence

3 would inevitably cut into and, indeed, harm the settlement

4 process.

5 Now, we do knew that the Board did allot us more

6 time than the 30-day extensions it had done in the past and

7 had expressed a desire that towards the end of that 60-day

8 process the parties themselves decide where they are. If

9 they can agree, fine. If they can't, start looking at what

10 the issues are. I think that that is a wise procedure.

11 What we are saying is that to actually submit

12 trial briefs upon what the other parties in this room and

13 the staff si;ht consider to be the trial issues and, indeed,

14 where there are disagreements submitting trial briefs would

15 be difficult and we may have some procedural problems in

16 being able to get to a limited hearing. We might need the

l'7 Board 's ruling on that bef ore we can actually submit trial

18 briefs in evidence which are responsive.

19 3R. GLASEE: I am glad you brought that up. I

20 would like to direct your attention to page 6 of your

21 objections in your motion wherein your discuse the

22 revisions. In ites three there you were askinc, if I

23 understand what you are saying, you are asking that the

24 Board rule on the proposed issues for trial. I don't really

25 understand that. Do you expect this Brard to sit here and

)
|

.
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1 decide what are the issues in this case and what aren't?

2 What are you-talking about, could you enlighten me?

3 M3. CHANANIA: Yes. I believe the date is

4 December 5th, 1978. I can stand co rrec te d .

5 MR. GLASEE: 2ight.

6 M2. CHANANIA: They are issues which are set forth

7. in a Board's prehearing conference order.

8 MR. GLASEE: Eight.

9 MR. CHANANIA: As I read the rities , the Ocard is

10 empowered to define the issues for a hearing and indeed to

11 narrow them if necessary.

12 . MR. GLASER: E ig h t '.

13 MP. CHANANIA: We can refer back tc the old issues

14 to submit trial briefs, but that wouldn't necessarily

15 require the parties to start redefining issees and perhaps

16 narrowing issues, which certainly seers to be where the

l'7 Board has suggested we direct some attention. So any new

18 rulings, any substitution for what is in the old prehearing

19 conference ordar, we may be able to dream up something among

20 ourselves, but without the Icard's guidance it is just going

21 to be hard to submit a responsive trial brief. Indeed, if I

22 were sittin; here and didn 't have the F oa rd 's latest wishes
1

23 on_that matter, A tould hava to, I t. Mink, go back and look

24 . a t this December Sch, 1978, order and say that is what we

25 su b s. it our trial brief on.

$'
.

*
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.1 I just don't think that in light of the

2 discussions that the parties have had with the Board that

3 that may-be really where we all want to come out.

4 MR. GLASERs Well, I think you might persuade the

5 Board to approve a stipulation, but I don 't think at this

6 stage you are going to have us sitting here redefining

7 issues except that we are going to knock out the ones that

8 you have agreed upon in the way of settle snt.

9 MR. CHANANIA: That was why in the first paragraph

10 of the proposed revisions we indicated -- let's see, in the

11 last two sentences it says that "The status reports would

12 include the parties' proposals on issues remaining for

13 hearing and, if appropriate, on the procedures necessary to

[ 14 narrow the scope." The last sentence says "The party should

15 he expected to consult and agree where possible on a joint

16 statement of unresolved issues and of procedures to be

17 followed for a hearing."

18 So we did contemplate exactly that procedure.

19 ME. GLASER: Doesn't the trial serve as a basis to

20 do that and let us know what you are goin to trie.1 on?

21 MR. CHANANIA: W ell, I suppose in one sense the

22 trial brief is a proposal as to what the trial is ;oing to

23 look lik e. Fow+ver, it seeced fairly clear that what this

74 Board did in it: December 5th order was to cay based upon

25 arqu ents of the parties at the sine the alleestions were

}-
,

* *
.,7
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'
1 made, these are the issues. When we file our trial briefs

2 we look and say, fine, that is what we have to address.
.

1

l 3 Well, perhaps it is just a needless of expenditure

4 of energy and time in getting together a trial brief that

5 has to be all-inclusive f or fear that the Board would say we

6 will knock two, three and four. If we don't include

7' something in the trial'brief, unless someone else does, we

8 are not going to br able tc try it, you know, put en any

9 evidence in that area. So.the attempt was to stage this

10 process so that we could be response to what your desires

11 really are.

12 MR. GLASEE: I think what I am really telling you

13 is that you are not going to persuade this Ecard te have
J
' 14 another session like we had back in 1978 to find out wha t

15 the issues are. If we are at all disposed to acdifying the

16 July 17th order, I think it would be only to indicate that

17 we would expect the stipulation to be presented to us by all

18 parties saying these are the issues,that we are going to try.

ISF If you agree, Just submit your evidence. If we

20 find it is relevant, we will accept it. If not, we are just

'

21 going to knock it out.

22 YR. CHANANIA: Then my conment would be on that,

23 and I understand your point of view, is that unavoidably we

24 are during the final threes of the settienent effort going

25 to be thrust into-the trial preparation issuer.
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1 CHAIPdAN 'dILLER: Well, isn't that the nature ofr

2 things when you are fairly well along in settlement, which

3 we are going to ask you give us your current views on in a

4 moment, when you reach the' stage that you apparently from

5 your previous inf ormation have reached? In other words,

6 you think you have got some issues settled among some of the

7 parties you are hopeful of and at least you are working on

8 others in a further category where perhaps you will not be

9 able to and you will then tell us what issues remain

10 unresolved, which would be a narrowing of issues. It would

11 not be an expansion of them, except some issues perhaps of

12 fact that you would then have sharpened and refined from you

13 negotiations.

1<4 When you are negotiating aren't you essentially at

15 this point where the staff wants wha tever it is, "A", the

16 Department of Justice wants "3" and, you are makinc

17 presentations crally in writing to the parties who are

18 saying yes or no. Well, at some point late in the game in

19 negotiations it would appear to us that initially the one

20 who says no, if he says no firmly and not just fo r tactical

21 reasons, he would immediately start thinking what proof do I

22 need, what evidence, what documents, what studies, w ha t

23 witnesses to sustain my cace? You just don't sit there

24 like, who was it, Iron Pants 'uller Ta3!:lt who could outsit

25 anybody and he just sat and sat for weeks. We are not in

f
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1 that kind of a situatin. We would expect you to immediately

2 upon saying a "No" on a significant issue to start thinking,

3 well, by golly in a month or so what am I going to have to

4 sustain that "No.".

5 On the other hand, when the staff or the

6 Department, or whoever is on the opposite side of that

7 proposition says, well, we would like to do so and so, we

8 have modified "A", and as modified they say, "Fo.", what do

9 ve do about it? Well, you jolly well know what you do about

10 it because you are going to have the burden of proof and the
s

11 burden of going forward. You start saying what are my

12 witnesses going to say and what is my proof.

13 So it seems to me that it is a very na tural
.

14 sequence at this latter stage in the negotiations, not

15 necessarily at the beginning or in the niddle, ..r. Chanania.*

16 As soon as you take a firm which does not lead to the

l'7 resolution in whole or part of an issue, the very next day i

18 would think somebody in your respective offices should start'

19 saying, okay, what is my proof going to be. When you do

20 that, I don't think you are chilled, or if you are chilled

21 in this weather I wouldn't wccry about it. I don 't think it
.

22 11s going to impede negotations. I think it is going to

23 enhance nepetations because when you respectively say here

24 is what my proof is even lawyers, you Know, start to worry

25 about their propaganda.

.
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1 To say it is one thing,-but to sustain it in a

2 trial is another. You are going to have some far-cut

3 benefit, I would believe, it is true of nost negotiations,
,.

4 of putting up or shutting up, so to speak, mutually. We

5 feel that it is possible, that it doesn't chill negotiations

6 and it starts to bring it to a final culminating point,

7 hopefully settling or encouraging you to settle. We have
.

8 said it so many times that we all know it.

9 Eut nonetheless, we are not just going to sit here

10 and have the thing drag on for months. While we are at it,

11 we are going to ask all parties and not just yea to tell us

12 what is the likelihood of getting this thing settle and what

13 is the impact on the critical path. Now, up to now you have

1-4 been the or.ly one that has said something about th a t'

15 critical path and you have always carefully hedged it by

16 saying this is the staff's view.

I'7 We want to know no w f ron all parties of record at

18 this point what is the effect of continued time extensions

19 on the construction schedule and upon the licensing of both

20 South Texas and Comancne Peak. We want you to go on record

21 because we don't want you or your clients a year or two fron

22 now cussing lawyers here in the regulatory process because

23 vd cdk'yde you. Ve 're ready to go.

24 We recogri=ed that you are engaged in negotiations

25 that are significant, important and we encourage you. We

.-.
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1 don't want to have you second-guessing us now about giving

2 you time and then when it starts to bite you and you feel

3 th e hea t of your clients' criticisn tha t you are going to
7

4 turn it on to us. So we would like to have that on the

5 recnrd in fairness to all of us. We will give you a quick

6 go-around and you give us your evaluation. You may start as

7 you usually do, but usually it ends with you and-you have

8 got some tacit -- well, we will end the tacit feature.

9 3E. CHANANIAs I have, I suppose, two comments

10 with regard to your observations.

11 I think your view of the settlement procecs is

12 accurate and how one begins to get down to the hard nuts to

13 crack at tne end and that is, if you will, put up or shut up.

$
14 However, sometimes a no doesn't alwayc mean a no.

15 CHAIF?.AN MILLERA You scend like Lorf 3 aron now.

16 (Laughter.)

1'7 MR. CHANANIA: If we sent out proposals that got

18 very loud and very vociferous " Noes" at some point and then

19 it turns out, well, maybe there were certain questions which

20 could be addressed in those areas, and things begin to

21 happen.

22 In order to satisfy the first obligation that this

23 Board put on us in its July 17th order, which was to devote

24 every effort, and I believe the verd was "maximire", I am

25 not sure, and taxi = ire your settlement effort, we were

?

.
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1 concerned about cur ability to do that and at the same time

2 begin the issue identification and really trial preparation.

3 Our proposed revision was an attempt to, as best

4 we could, split that process so we could really satisf y both

5 goals.

6 As to the second point about what I know about the

7 critical path, it has come to our attention since the last

8 prehearing conference that there was an anncuncement first

9 in the Wall Street Journal about the Comanch e Peak project.

10 I called Mr. Knotts and caid what does this mean. What he
.

11 said was it means what you -- I don't want to misquote him

12 and it may be a sensitive topic -- but basically I think the

13 message was it means that he basically is not in

14 disagreement with what I stood up and told you at my last

15 report. This morning it was handed to me and.I frankly

16 don ' t know wh ere it comes from, but it is en Texas Utilities

17 Company stationery, a news release with some information in

18 it that basically was what was summarized in the newspaper

19 article.

20 I hesitate to give it to the 2 card , you Know,

21 without even -- I assume tha t counsel has seen it, but I

22 don't know. Suffice it say, I think it represents what I

23 have just told you '3r. Knotts ha s tcld me over the phone.

24 MR. SAMFElS: If it is what I am think cf, it is a

25 public dccument.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1 CHAIRnAN h!LLER: With a public document, I take

2 it then, there is no secrecy involved.

3 (Short pause while document is inspected.)

4 MR. SAMPELS: It appears to be the same document.

5 MR. CHANANIA: If you would like it, I would be

6 glad to furnish it to the Board.

7 CHAIEMAN MILLER: Well, just give us a one or two

8 sentences. What are they saying.

9 MR. CHANANIA: I think they agree with us as to.

10 what the estinated operational date is. As you know, there

li is a difference between the fuel loading and the operational

12 date. I an not quits sure if there is some slippage in

13 there, but basically it locks like th e target date is

14 February of 1982.

15 Although Mr. Austin, who is the Chairman of the

16 Board of Texas Utilities Conpany, does indicate that there

l'7 are unkno wns anti that estinstec are estinates and are not

18 firn acreements.

19 CHAIEMAN ?. ILLER: February of 1952 then?

20 MR. CHA3A.IA: That is richt.

21 M FJ. GLASE3: Cne thing we can count On is that

22 date won't be advanced.

23 (Laughter.)

24 YE. CPANANIA: I think that is true.

25 I ar not sure if the Board had ny c:her ;uestions

*
!
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1 of me. Perhaps you wanted to know the status of settlement

| 2 negotiations. I am not sure.
|

3 CHAIEMAN MILLEE: 4 ell, you are always reasonably

4 optimistic. May we infer that you still are? Guardedly

5 optimi'stic?

6 MR. CHANANIA: Oh, guardedly optimistic is all

7 right. *'4 hen I say that you should not lose sight of the

8 nece ssity of the staff to stand back at the end and be able

9 to look at what is there and to make a determination tha t

10 indeed what is there, at least in our opinion, enables us to
\

11 advise the Board that there is no longer a situation

12 inconsistent with the antitrust laws. It impossible to

13 approach it on anything other than an issue-:7-isrue basis,

14 but we do have to have the ability to lock at it at the end.

15 CHAIR 5AN RILLER: Let us hear quickly free counsel

16 for the other parties on thase matters, including the

l'7 likelihced of settlement in whole or in part and the impact

18 upon the construction or critical path of the licensing of

19 these projects.

20 Yr. Ecuknight.

21 MR. FOUKNIGHI: Froc Houston's perspective, Mr.

22 Miller, the delay Of weeks or ncnths in order to accommodate

23 the-settlement process, frankly, is nct en the critical path

24 toward conpletion of the South Texas project er irruance of

25 an operating license.

.
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1 The South Texas project is running behind Comanche

2 Peak at this point. I frankly can't tell you this morning

3 the exact date on which fuel loading is estimated, but it is

4 substantially beyond February of 1982. So I don't think

5 th a t is a terrible problem.

6 As far as the likelihood of settlement, it is very

7 hard for me to' call. I think that our discussions with the

8 NRC staff have been productive. We are not there yet. With

9 the Department of Justice we have really just begun to talk

10 seriously about the possibility of settling the case.

11 As f ar as what ought to be done with the joint

12 mo tion cf the Department and staff, I think that we ought to

13 air for just a minute or two a difference in approach to the

14 settlement process from what was described by the Board a

15 few moments ago and from what I think is perceived by bo th

16 the staff and the Department of Justice.

I'7 If I were approaching a settlement discussion, I

18 think the.way you, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Gla ser described it

19 a few moments ago is the way that I would think that it

20 should be fone. You talk about issues. You talk about your

21 evidence en the iss u es ', and at some point se erody comes to

22 the conclusion that he doesn't have a case en that and he

23 had better give something. It is not the way the two

24 government parties are approaching it here.

25 ~4 hen we ;et to, for example, the transmission

! .
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1 issue, and we sit down at the table and the 'staf f suggests

I
' 2 that they would like a certain kind of condition and we ask

3 what is wrong with our transmission policy a s it now sits,

4 what evidence do you have that there ir anything wrong with

5 it, I think their response is that is not the point, that

6 even if there is nothing wrong with your transnission policy

7 as it now exists, even if there is not evidence that you-

8 have done anything wrong in the transmission area, we view

9 the relief as a package and this part of the package of

10 relief that we want even though we are not alleging that you

-11 did anything wrong in the transmission area.

12 I have some difficulty coping with that approach

13 to settlenent negotiations, but I think it is fair to say

1-4 that that is the approach that both the Department of

15 Justice and the V3C staff are taking. Therefore, the

16 process that is outlined in the Scard 's order is not, as a

1:7 ma tter of practice, working.

18 If we are talking in those terms, if we are

19 talking first about creatino a re.edy overall that satisfies

20 the staff and also talking about either settling the whole

21 ball of wax or settling nothing, then maybe it doer make

22 more sense to go ! tch to the original schedule of singly

10 scheduline when trial briefs and exhibits are going to be

24 #iled, scheduling the proponen*r of relief a couple of weeks

25 in advance of the applicants in the case and proceeding on

i
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/ 1 that more fo rmal basis.
'

'

2 The reason Houston hasn't filed a response yet to

3 the staff's and the Department's motion is that we are
7 ,

4 really at a loss to know what is the most constructive thing

5 to do. '4e sat down and talked it over yesterday with

6 counsel for the staff of the Department and this difference

7 in approach to cattlement became pretty apcarent.

8 MR. G1ASER: Well, I think you have made a very

9 good suggestion,.Mr. Bouknight. I sm certainly going to

10 consider it as a member of this panel that we proceed along

11 the course that you just suggested.

12 The Chairman's order of the 17th of July I don't

13 believe set a trial date, but you may very well have a trial

14 date as a result of today's prehearing conference.

15 MR. FOUKNIGHT: All right, sir.

16 ' ZR. SAMPELS: P.r . Chairman, Texas Utilities did

join in the moti'n of the NFC staff and the Department,17 not o

18 nor did we file a reply to the motion filed by the two

19 governmental agencies.

20 When we read the Fotrd's order we thought that it

21 was very consistent with what had occurred at th e prior

22 hearing and we felt like it was consistent with our approach

23 to settlement discussions and we felt like that it was a

| 24 wise decision.

25 - ME. G1AS - The only thing that has intervened --

t
-
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''

1 excuse me for interrupting between the time that order--

2 came out and to day is that the Department of Justice's

3 posture has changed somewhat.
,

4 MR. SAMPELS: Yes.

5 'MR. GLASERs Isn't that really the only thing that

6 has really changed in terms of changed circumstances as it

7 then existed?

8 MS. SAMPELSs I think that is correct, but th e re

9 is one thing, 5r. Glaser, that I want to point out in just a

10 second that has troubled me about the events of the last

11 three weeks.

12 Frankly, we looked at the order and it icoked very

13 much like an order that we might expect one of our federal
i
'

14 courts in Dallas to issue when that Judge wa'nted that case
,

15 moved one way or the other.

16 CHAIEMAN DILLIES Did you say Dallas?

I'7 MR. SAMPELS: In Dallas.

18 CHAIRMAN MILLER: We have tried antitrust cases in

19 Dallas and you are right, it is very similar.

20 MR. S3.MPEISs So we eren't concerned abcut it.

21 Yes, it did impcse a large burden on the parties but, after

22 all, usually lar;e burdens on pa rties usually moves things

23 along a little faster. That was our mental precess in

24 evaluating-the ceder and that is the reason we do not fein

25 in the motion by the staff.

-.

G
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1 However, I recogr.ize that lawyers do view things

2 differently. I believe that Mr. Chanania and Mr. Fabrikant

3 had an honest difference of view with respect to the kind of

4 burden that it would put upon them and thus filed the

5 motion. I don' t think that anything that they have done

6 since has indicated anything more than an honest effort to

7 reflect their views.

8 Mr. Glaser is correct, one of the things that has

9 occurred since the order is the information with respect to

10 the Department's change in its view.

11 One other thing that has happened, however,

12 rightly or wrongly, settlement discussions have been chilled

13 since the Board 's order was entered because of the

t

1<4 difficulty of parties to do two things at once. As I say, I'

15 am really not challenging, I am really not attackinc anyone

16 for that view. I think that they believe it to be a

17 reasonable view.

18 I think that the Department and the staff of the

19 NRC ought to get some relief se that they can in their own

20 mind fccus for a concentra ted period of time on settlement

21 and settlement only.
1

22 CHAIE.iAM MILLEF: '4911, isn't that what has been

a happenine hitherto?

24 ME. CAMPELS: Except with respect to the last

25 o r d e r , ''r . C h a i rm a n . The last order did add sem.ething to it
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1 that was perceived at the staff level to be an undue burden

2 and to interfere with the ability to concentrate on

3 settlement. Since it does seem to have an adverse effect

4 upon our ability to concentrate our efforts on settlement, I

5 think some type of relief, some change of procedure is

6 indicated.

7 We can go to trial on this case on, you knot,

8 short notice, and I think that the Poarf could fashion some

9 relief for the Department and for ,ne NRC staff that would

10 not interfere with that ability.

11 CII AIR M AN MILLERS Next.

12 MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, I might also say that we-

13 did join in the staff's notien and we believe that it would

1-4 be much more fruitful to stage the settlement negotiations,

15 set a cut-off date for those and then proceed back into the
,

16 litigation a t that point.

17 ' I should also advise the Board that we have

18 submitted a settlement agreement with TU and Houston to the

19 Board. We have advised the Board of that settlement

20 agreement. I think it ought to be clear to the Board that in

21 that settlement agreement we have agreed not to continue any

22 further litigation against TU and ELF, but that commitment

23 is based upon the assumption th a t the DC interconnections

24 set-forth in the settlement agreement, as well as a number

25 of other contingencias in that agreenent, would satisfy

.
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1 Central and Southwest 's concerns that the conduct MLP or TU
|

2 might create or maintain a situa tion inconsistent with the

3 antitrust laws.

4 I would like to point out ---

5 (Short pause for discussion among Board members.)

6 CHAIRMAN MILLER: As you may have observed, you

7 have chilled us.

8 (Laughter.)

9 MR. STAHL: I have the impression I have lost my

10 audience.

11 (Laughter.)

12 CHAIRMAN MILLER: You may proceed.

13 MR. STAHL: The only poin t that I do want to make

1<4 is that we do support, even though we have at this point

15 removed ourselves from this litiation, we have under the

16 settlement agreement retained the right to re-eater the

l'7 litigation at certain cut-off points, at 60, 120 and 180

18 days past the date of the settlement agreement.

! 19 - It just so happens that today is the 6Cth day

20 after the settlement agreement.

21
- CHAIRhAN BILLER: Happy birthday.

ZZ (Laughter.)

23 MR. STAHL: I think the peint we want to make,

24 Your Honor, is that if the July 17th order stands and it

25 imposes litigating eblications on all the parties by

_

.
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1 September 12th to file trial briefs, witness lists, exhibit

| 2 lists and summaries of testimony, we would have to elect
i

3 today whether or not to withdraw from the settlement

4 agreement and jump back into the litigation.

5 Quite frankly, it is an option that is extremely

6 unattractive to Central and Southwest because we are very

7 committed to the settlement agreement and we believe it is

8 in the interests of our client. We believe it is in the

9 broader public interest.

10 On tho other hand, I don't think that we are at a

11 point yet wnere we can go back and advise our client that

12 they need not worry about relinquishing their litigating

13 - righ ts in oceeding because of a certainty that the

14 FEEC ir gm g to enter an order approving the DC

15 interconnections.

16 I don't think that the negotiations that have

17 con tinued with the other private parties to the FEEC case

18 and to the governmental parties involved have progressed to

19 that point where we can tell our client, don't worry about

20 NRC, just go ahead and we will get our order at FEEC. We

21 are not at that point.

22 So I bring this to the Boa rd 's attention merely to

23 say.that if in f a ct that order of July 17th dces remain in

24 -effect, Central and Southwest might have to elect, and it

25 would have to elect todty to withdraw from the settlement

>
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L 1 agreement entirely and resume its f ull litigating posture.

2 I can report briefly on the status of settlement

3 negotiations as we sei then. We have had a couple of

4 meetings since the last prehearing conference. We had one

5 with the lawyers and the general manager of the Fublic

6 Utilities Board at Brownsville in Dallas on the 31st of
"

7 July. That was attended by lawyers representing Central and

8 Southwest as well is the chairman of the S ca rd of Central

9 and Southwest and the president and chief executive officer.

10 I think from our perspective we were negotiating

11 what seems to be the most important item cf dispute between

12 Central and Southwest and Brownsville, and that is the

13 transmission services agreement. It is our belief that we,

14 made significant progress tnat day and I believe that we
.

15 extended a very generous nifer to the Public Utilities

16 Board. I think they were happy with it. I will let

17 Spiegel speak for him7: 1f. We were very optimistic that we

18 have made real progress in those negotiations.

19 We also had a very long session yesterday with

20 FERC staff, NRC stsff, Justice, Housten and TU at which
'

21 licensed conditions were discussed in detail and we siso

22 left that meeting en a very positive n:te.

23 So we believe that there still ic a reason to

24 continue the period f or settlemen t negotiations and we

25 request-that that period be al10wed te continus without

.
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1 overlapping tria.1 preparation obligations.

2 MR. 3C UK.i!GHT : .r. Chairman, other counsel*

3 indicate to me that I may have left the Poard with an

4 erroneous impression on one point a roment ago.

5 Houston is not opposing the granting of rome

6 additional tima in response to th e Department of Justice and

7 NRC staf f 's motion.

8 ME. GLASEE: Mr. Ecu?. night, you can save your

9 time. ~4e are aware that you are not opposing it and tha t

<

10 you probably would enjoy some time. You didn't leave ur

11 with the impression that you didn 't want the July 17th order

12 modified.

13 MR. EOUKNIGHTs I am not asking you now to set a

14 trial date. I am not putting that motion before you.

15 M3. GLASER: But we might do that anyway.

16 MR. 30CKNIGHT: I recognize tha t.

17 (Laughter.)

18 CHAIEMAN MILLER: All right, is there anything

19 further? '*4e want to adjourn in about one minute.

20 Yes, "r. Spiegel.

21 M3. SPIEGEL: Let me say that I generally concur

r. Stahl said in characterizing the nesting between22 in what v

23 counsel and Central Light and Power. A great deal of

24 progress has been ade e- a ~ transmission agreement with

25 reference to wheeling throuch Central Power and Light's
.

.
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1 system. As he said, they recognize that is not the cnly

2 issue that we are interested in. 'd e are hopeful that we can

-3 settle that isrue. Whether the whole case is settled or
*

i

4 not, this at least could be excised out of the matters that

5 have to be tried.

6 CHAIRdAN MILLER: With reference to the petition

7 for leave to file on timely intervention, all parties have

8 not yet had an opportunity to respond to that so we are not

9 going to try to cover it in argument today. ~4e understand

10 that both staff and the Department and others will reply in

11 writing.- Subsequent to those replies we will give the

12 petition leave to respond to whatever ;cints are raised.

13 We think intervenors or potential intervenors do

14 have a right to address objections, if there be objections,

15 that are raised by any of the parties. So we will give you,

16 say, ten days from the time that the last response is filed,

I'7 which I think ought to te Monday or Tuesday of next week.

18 MR. CHANANIA4 Except for the staff. I think we

19 have five extra days under the rule.

20 CHAIRMAN MILLES: I wculd'say by the latter part

21 of_next week approximately the staff will te responding. Eo

22 ten days fron the date of the la st re pense by staff, well,

23 staff would be last normally, you vill have that period of

24 ti.me in which to respond in writing to the points that were

25 raised if you so desire. At that peint it will be taken

-
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1 under advisament and a written ruling or order will be

2 issued by the 2oard.
,

|
'

i 3 Anything further?
|

4 MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, excuse me, with respect

5 to that petition, I understand that our answers would be due

6 on Monday of naxt week. I am sure it was due to

7 inadvertence, but it was not until yesterday that I received

8 a copy of this petition in cur Washingten office. I think

9 it was somewhere in our Chicago office, but no one

10 responsible for litigatien was in that Office at the time.

11 I would make the simple request that we be granted

12 until Wednesday of next week to file ours.

13 CHAIBMAN MILLEEs You may have until Wednesday.

14 Expedite your sailing responses. You'can do it by hand

15 delivery without mailinc. Do it whare possible in order to

16 give everyone the fullest amount of time.

17 Anything further?

18 MR. FABRIKANTS Your Honor, nay we have until

19 Wednesday as well?

20 CHAIPMAN MILLER: Yes, you :sy have until

21 Wednesday.

22 We will extend it for all whc have not filed a

Z3 written response. I think thera are two filed now. These

24 - who have not ' ye t rarponded, you w''' a'' have until

25 Wednesday of next week, the date of which is the 13th of
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1 August, 1980.

| 2 Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. "e will hear

3 .from you. 'Je will stand in recesc.
|

4 Whereupon, at 12:35 a.m., the prehearing

5 conference concluded.)

'! '
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